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Foreword 

This handbook is a result of the collaboration between Sweden, the Czech Republic and Italy. 

It has been developed within the framework of the project COTW- Citizen of the world 

(project number 2021-1-SE01-KA204-077911). The results of the handbook are based on the 

implemented in-depth interviews of both migrants and professionals in all partner countries. 

In the interviews of both professionals and migrants, a need emerged from three areas in 

particular; Difficulties entering the labor market, the lack of digital knowledge and being able 

to build bridges between the society and the individual. 

The purpose with our project Citizen of the world is to strengthen and widen the 

professional’s knowledge, so they become fully equipped to empower and enhance the key 

competences and qualifications of low-skilled or low-qualified migrants. Further the project 

also aims to strengthen the migrants, give them tools to empower their lives, knowledge 

about further education and higher level of confidence in themselves and their abilities. 

 

The aim of this Handbook is to provide a support and an applicable tool for professionals 

working with migrants. The handbook contains three chapters where the focus is on both 

theoretical backgrounds, practical examples, and activities. There is also a section with the 

best practices. 

To this aim the handbook is strictly based on the practical experience of local workshops in 

each partner country. All sections have been pilot tested among both professionals and 

migrants. The handbook is structured as a practical tool to be easily embedded in the 

professionals’ daily working life.  

 

COTW PROJECT PARTNERS:       

Italy – CESIE           www.cesie.org 

Czech Republic – Centrum demokratického vzdělávání   www.demokraticke-vzdelavani.cz 

Sweden – Vetlanda Lärcentrum       www.vetlandalarcentrum.se 

 

COTW project website:         www.cotw-erasmus.com 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.cesie.org/
http://www.demokraticke-vzdelavani.cz/
http://www.vetlandalarcentrum.se/
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Chapter I - Building Bridges: Migrant Social and Cultural 
Integration, and Community Building 
 

KEY WORDS: empowerment, activation, integration, sociocultural exchange 

In this chapter we are discussing the importance of community integration and exploring 

paths and ways of how to connect migrants and a majority society. We have chosen several 

areas, in which we suggest implementing methods of intercultural exchange and activation 

of migrants. In the following text we focus on where and how to implement activities 

connecting migrants and major society on a local community level. We share and comment 

on successful know-how practises and explore new possible directions and pathways of 

creating ties and networks between communities. 

As the current world is becoming increasingly diverse, education’s role in building inclusive 

societies and helping people move beyond tolerance and learn to live together is rising. The 

Migration, Displacement and Education: Building Bridges, not Walls1 report sees education 

of both youths and adults as a main tool to manage migration and reception of the hosting 

population. Immigrants and refugees are subject to stereotypes, prejudice and 

discrimination, and also our initial field research proved that there is not always a positive 

disposition towards migrants and refugees by the host populations.2 

Our premise is that the basis of integration is not only on the individual, personal level, but 

also engagement in an intercultural two-way dialogue is an important element. Integration is 

a bilateral process and involves both refugees' willingness for integration and the host 

countries' desire to adopt integration (Strang & Ager, 2010).3 It is agreed integration is not 

only a way to make migrants members of the society in their new home country. Fostering 

exchange in local communities is a long-term process, and here we explore how to 

successfully facilitate intercultural exchange and “help people live together, not just be 

tolerant”4  

As stated in the current Action plan on Integration and Inclusion, integration embraces all 

individuals of society: 

“The European way of life is an inclusive one. Integration and inclusion are key for people 

coming to Europe, for local communities, and for the long-term well-being of our societies 

and the stability of our economies. If we want to help our societies and economies thrive, we 

                                                                 
1 https://unesdoc.unesco.org/ark:/48223/pf0000265866 
2 Ibid. 
3https://www.researchgate.net/publication/273038727_Refugee_Integration_Emerging_Trends_and_R

emaining_Agendas 
4 Ibid. pp. 79 

https://unesdoc.unesco.org/ark:/48223/pf0000265866
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/273038727_Refugee_Integration_Emerging_Trends_and_Remaining_Agendas
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/273038727_Refugee_Integration_Emerging_Trends_and_Remaining_Agendas
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need to support everyone who is part of society, with integration being both a right and a 

duty for all.” 5                       

Integration is not Assimilation  
Experience of migration is an ongoing process of identity change, but integration does not 

imply assimilation or a loss of the original identity. Feelings of alienation and obstacles 

migrants are facing during adaptation and building their new life are part of negotiating their 

new place in the world.  In contemporary multicultural diverse societies, the newcomer´s 

identities are respected and valued by local people. Migrants may have multiple, sometimes 

complementary types of belonging. Successful integration involves knowing the new 

country, its values and systems autonomously. To master the local language is a basic 

premise to acquire this.  

Activation 
Social inclusion goes hand in hand with active participation. As our project is focused on 

stressing migrant’s empowerment, its aim is to not only integrate but also empower 

migrants in their life. To activate migrants, support them being independent individuals and 

using their agency, making decisions, creating their own life plan and gaining a personal 

fulfilment is the overall purpose of the Citizen of the World project. This has a special 

importance for the disadvantaged, low-skilled and educated newcomers. As the European 

Commission's Action Plan on Integration and Inclusion6 stresses, it is important to prevent 

underachievement of migrants and to allow them to fulfil their potential. Supporting 

migrants and refugees can often have traces of victimisation, so we consider it important to 

stress migrant’s empowerment – not setting them further in victims and “others” roles but 

seeing them as independent and active human beings having their own agency. The motif of 

our project is not only migrants’ participation in cultural life, but also the receiving 

population´s reception and fighting discrimination. This, in the long run, leads to 

empowering migrants to autonomously contribute to their new communities. Strang and 

Ager (2010)7 argue that for building bridges there need to be opportunities for people to 

meet and have a mutually beneficial exchange. Example of this can be migrant businesses 

that support social exchange, help to build mutual understanding, and reciprocity.  

 

Community 
Community work and social integration is a long, ongoing process. This chapter should be a 

possible source of inspiration for community and social workers with migrants and refugees, 

helping to settle them in a new country, build their social capital and capacities. 

                                                                 
5https://ec.europa.eu/migrant-integration/news/the-ec-presents-its-eu-action-plan-on-integration-and-in

clusion-2021-2027 
6https://ec.europa.eu/home-affairs/what-we-do/policies/legal-migration-and-integration/integration/acti

on-p 
7https://www.researchgate.net/publication/273038727_Refugee_Integration_Emerging_Trends_and_R

emaining_Agendas 

https://ec.europa.eu/migrant-integration/news/the-ec-presents-its-eu-action-plan-on-integration-and-inclusion-2021-2027
https://ec.europa.eu/migrant-integration/news/the-ec-presents-its-eu-action-plan-on-integration-and-inclusion-2021-2027
https://ec.europa.eu/home-affairs/what-we-do/policies/legal-migration-and-integration/integration/action-p
https://ec.europa.eu/home-affairs/what-we-do/policies/legal-migration-and-integration/integration/action-p
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/273038727_Refugee_Integration_Emerging_Trends_and_Remaining_Agendas
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/273038727_Refugee_Integration_Emerging_Trends_and_Remaining_Agendas
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Ager and Strang (2008) consider social connection as a key drive in the process of integration 

at a local level.8 Thus practitioners and workers with migrants should contribute to trying to 

engage migrants in their local communities. And not only by initiating and organising their 

own events and activities of exchange, but also acquaint migrants with other options and 

possibilities of involvement in the local community space. It is important not to restrict 

migrants to activities of one given organisation, but to guide them to other resources and 

places. It is important to keep migrants informed about up-to-date local happenings and 

collective events. That is a way to build migrants’ integration and belonging, through 

positive interactions with others. 

 

Disinformation and prejudice 

With higher income of migrants and refugees in European countries, many of them are 

nowadays challenged by a rise of racism and xenophobia among members of the host 

societies. Creating spaces for exchange, where migrants and locals can meet and actively 

integrate is an urgent current task for public entities, officials and workers on various levels. 

In our Citizen of the World project we argue that intensive personal experience proves to be 

a key solution to facing and fighting disinformation and prejudice and helps all to realize that 

migrants are contributing to and enriching our societies. But at the same time as we stated, 

integration is a two-way process where the host society needs to take action and actively be 

involved and participate in this truly relational reality people are experiencing nowadays, in 

which mutual awareness, communication and connection has to play a role. 

About our approach 

According to a UNESCO Recommendation on Adult Learning and Education, there are three 

key areas of importance concerning adult learning: 

i. Literacy and basic education 

ii. Continuing education and professional development (vocational skills)  

iii. Liberal, popular and community education (active citizenship skills)9 

As indicators of what constitutes successful migrant integration are often limited to 

concepts such as employment, medical status, housing and acquisition of a citizenship,10 

methodologically we focus on features that are more difficult to capture in quantitative 

analytical statistics. Social and community life participation is difficult to measure and can be 

                                                                 
8 https://academic.oup.com/jrs/article/21/2/166/1621262#23798548 
9https://www.researchgate.net/publication/341624773_4th_Global_report_on_adult_learning_and_edu

cation_-_Leave_no_one_behind_Participation_equity_and_inclusion_edited_by_UNESCO_Institute_f

or_Lifelong_Learning_UNESCO_Institute_for_Lifelong_Learning_UIL_2 
10 https://www.oecd.org/els/mig/indicatorsofimmigrantintegration.htm 

https://academic.oup.com/jrs/article/21/2/166/1621262#23798548
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/341624773_4th_Global_report_on_adult_learning_and_education_-_Leave_no_one_behind_Participation_equity_and_inclusion_edited_by_UNESCO_Institute_for_Lifelong_Learning_UNESCO_Institute_for_Lifelong_Learning_UIL_2
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/341624773_4th_Global_report_on_adult_learning_and_education_-_Leave_no_one_behind_Participation_equity_and_inclusion_edited_by_UNESCO_Institute_for_Lifelong_Learning_UNESCO_Institute_for_Lifelong_Learning_UIL_2
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/341624773_4th_Global_report_on_adult_learning_and_education_-_Leave_no_one_behind_Participation_equity_and_inclusion_edited_by_UNESCO_Institute_for_Lifelong_Learning_UNESCO_Institute_for_Lifelong_Learning_UIL_2
https://www.oecd.org/els/mig/indicatorsofimmigrantintegration.htm
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depicted through individual migrants’ reflections in qualitative surveys and case studies, 

such as the OECD report.11  

Developing a comprehensive orientation programme for newly arrived migrants, which 

covers all the information relevant to their needs, as well as information which will help to 

ensure their safety and enable better integration is often suggested as an effective solution. 

Recently, there have been structural initiatives of introducing compulsory introductory 

courses for migrants in several European countries. In Sweden, an introduction course on 

Swedish society is now compulsory for all asylum seekers12. In the Czech Republic, 

integration courses “Welcome to the Czech Republic”, organised by the Ministry of Interior, 

were imposed to help third country nationals to start a new life in a new country, to quickly 

orientate in Czech society, getting to know their rights and obligations13. These courses also 

focus on getting acquainted with the “basic values and culture of the society”, ”life in 

Sweden, Swedish norms and values”. 

In this text we also argue that migration experience is strongly shaped by gender and age as 

they play a key role in one's migration experience, thus they are the themes we are putting 

on the top. 

 

1. Linguistic Integration 
In this section, we would like to discuss linguistic competences and migrant integration. 

Language learning is perceived as a top challenge of migrant integration. Integrating adult 

migrants from a language perspective is a key starting and turning point for their life in a 

host society14. Lack of linguistic competence is a barrier to social connections and rapport. 

Opportunities to learn a new language need to be tailored to meet different needs of 

diverse groups of learners, with different motivations, starting points and levels of 

confidence15. To fulfil the full potential of each migrant, easier access to language courses 

must be assured as the knowledge of the local language can open doors which are not so 

easy to open in the first place. 

The teacher succeeds in showing learners how to continue learning on their own in between 

classes.  

                                                                 
 

11
https://read.oecd-ilibrary.org/social-issues-migration-health/working-together-for-local-integration-of

-migrants-and-refugees_9789264085350-en 
12https://ec.europa.eu/migrant-integration/news/sweden-compulsory-introduction-course-all-asylum-se

ekers_en?lang=de 
13https://www.vitejtevcr.cz/en/vitejte-v-cr 
14https://basicskills.eu/capacity-building-series/ebsn-cbs-oer-on-policies-for-the-linguistic-integration-o

f-migrant-adults/ 
15

https://wol.iza.org/articles/what-drives-language-proficiency-of-immigrants/long 
 

https://read.oecd-ilibrary.org/social-issues-migration-health/working-together-for-local-integration-of-migrants-and-refugees_9789264085350-en
https://read.oecd-ilibrary.org/social-issues-migration-health/working-together-for-local-integration-of-migrants-and-refugees_9789264085350-en
https://ec.europa.eu/migrant-integration/news/sweden-compulsory-introduction-course-all-asylum-seekers_en?lang=de
https://ec.europa.eu/migrant-integration/news/sweden-compulsory-introduction-course-all-asylum-seekers_en?lang=de
https://www.vitejtevcr.cz/en/vitejte-v-cr
https://basicskills.eu/capacity-building-series/ebsn-cbs-oer-on-policies-for-the-linguistic-integration-of-migrant-adults/
https://basicskills.eu/capacity-building-series/ebsn-cbs-oer-on-policies-for-the-linguistic-integration-of-migrant-adults/
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The issue that was mentioned by the migrants in our preliminary research for the Citizen of 

the World project is the accessibility of courses and learning opportunities for adults. 

Migrants often felt there is lack of affordable courses on offer. Secondly, the courses on 

offer often didn’t suit their busy life, work schedules.  

 

Good Practice – Czech language courses for adults with babies in 
Prague 
 

From 2019, the Democratic Education Centre tested and launched a new concept of 

language learning tailored to a specific migrant social group.  The activity was morning 

Czech courses that are inclusive for people on parental/maternity leave. After a demand for 

such an activity emerged, it appeared a group that has difficulty accessing and attending 

public group courses are parents who take care of small children. The courses have worked 

well, took place in a classroom connected with a playroom corner, so while the students 

were participating in the lesson, they could still be in contact with their children, who also 

played and interacted with other children.  

This format is more demanding on the teacher though, as the children's presence could 

seem like a distracting element for the course of the lesson. The dynamic of the lessons was 

different, and it was necessary that the teacher accommodate the lesson plan and activities. 

As one of the Czech language teachers, Jana Klepková, concluded: 

 

 “It was amazing, because I'm not only a teacher, but also a mother and a grandmother, so I 

got used to it and it also made me very happy personally. They also get to know each other, 

and the children reacted very nicely, no one cried and all the children played nicely and 

listened to us. So at one point while I had a baby boy on my hands, at the foot of another, I 

was explaining grammar. I think it's a great thing, and I've even noticed that even the kids 

there sometimes repeat something they've heard from us.” We were also reacting to them, 

so they were involved, which was great.” 

 

 Ultimately, the presence of children proved not to be a distracting element but a uniting 

and supporting aspect shaping the character of learning. 

The courses were concluded as successful both by the participants and teachers involved. 

Parents appreciated the safe space of the lessons, where they could stay in a direct contact 

with their small children, who could also experience a new setting and socialize with other 

children. Foreign parents can be especially exposed to alienation and loneliness in a new 

country, and this was an opportunity for many of them to not only learn a language, but also 

maintain their well-being, meet and bond with other parents. The courses were offered 

equally, so participants with migrant backgrounds from different countries and various social 

environments (disadvantaged migrants and refugees as well as expat migrants took part) 

were involved. They shared their interest in learning the local language and making a new 

life in a new country a smooth experience for their children. 
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Many contemporary language courses also include socio-cultural contextual aspects of life in 

the particular country and life with its inhabitants, which motivates students and helps them 

to not only get to know the language but also the host culture and society. Furthermore, 

heterogeneity in linguistic origin is distinctive to many groups of migrants and refugees, thus 

below we suggest organising collective events drafted below. The activities are suitable for 

diverse groups of learners and focus on methods and tricks of making learning enjoyable and 

effective. 

 

Activity I – How to make language learning easy-peasy? 
 

Here, we propose to focus on helping learners with self-study, as it is considered a crucial 

element of language acquisition. This activity is supposed to help and support migrants in 

self-study as a supportive tool to regular courses they attend or in a situation where they 

don´t have the opportunity or resources to participate in regular courses. The activity 

consists of acquainting adult foreign language learners with existing free tools and platforms 

supporting learning a particular language.  

 

The activity can be implemented as a workshop for a group of learners, or an individual 

consultation and support. It focuses on options of making use of free digital tools and 

helping learners become familiar with them and ways to use them productively. 

 

1. In the beginning of the session, the facilitator opens a discussion to inquire and evaluate 

whether participants use any applications when learning a language, or vocabulary 

specifically. 

 

2. Then, chosen free platforms and modes of their use can be presented. The participants 

should be actively involved, getting to try and use the platforms on a laptop or a mobile 

phone to figure out whether they find any of them appealing and useful. Suggested 

plattforms to be looked into: 

 memrise.com – free platform aimed at practicing and remembering vocabulary in an 

engaging way. Content is made by users who can also make their own private 

practice exercises. It is a very user-friendly environment and can be introduced even 

to learners with lower computer skills. Starting learning is simple and intuitive16. The 

main version of Memrise is aimed at English speaking learners, but courses of most 

European languages for Arabic speakers are on offer too. 

                                                                 
16 https://www.wikihow.com/Learn-Languages-with-Memrise 

https://www.wikihow.com/Learn-Languages-with-Memrise
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 duolingo.com – another popular free e-learning tool, complementary to learners of 

various levels17. 

 local language learning sites tips - e.g. Czech – kurzy češtiny pro cizince18 

 

The overall goal and impact of this activity is: to introduce learners to methods of blended 

learning, meaning a variety of available free language learning platforms, tools and other 

online content. In addition to developing language learning skills, it also contributes to the 

development and active use of digital skills in migrant’s everyday practise. Trying learning 

platforms and tools can make a difference for learners, helping them to practise vocabulary 

and boost self-study. 

 

Activity II - Strategies on Self-Study Workshop 
 

Seminar on self-study of a particular language is a theme idea related to Activity 1, it also 

focuses on enhancing self-study, namely encouraging learners by providing them tools to 

study efficiently. Learning a language, especially attending a course can sometimes seem to 

be a tremendous work detached from one’s actual life reality. We propose to include and 

address these issues related to student’s motivation, efficiency and practise outside the 

classroom.  

 Making a language learning plan – navigating students to create a weekly study 

plan, including timeline and materials. Making students consider if the plan is 

challenging, but also achievable and engaging for them. Here we suggest working 

with initial motivation coaching – sharing ideas on how to persist and stick to a 

language learning routine, stay focused, and overcome initial difficulties. 

 Talking as much as you can – sharing ideas on how to seek and create conversation 

opportunities, overcome first speech barriers and eventually boost one’s speaking 

skills. 

 Make learning enjoyable – suggest and discuss options of being exposed to the 

language, such as watching television, listening to radio and podcasts, following 

social media, reading basic texts and magazines, recipes, exploring one’s areas of 

interest in the local language, playing games. 

 Visual learning – discussion of options on how to surround ourselves with the 

language. Ideas can include: sticky notes, flashcards, creating a vocabulary 

notebook, writing a diary. 

 The practitioner can also discuss specifics and general tips for learning the language, 

which can provide wider context and understanding to learning. 

                                                                 
17 https://www.duolingo.com/ 
18https://www.kurzycestinyprocizince.cz/cs/e-learning.html 

https://www.duolingo.com/
https://www.kurzycestinyprocizince.cz/cs/e-learning.html
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Expected outcomes: student’s motivation is nurtured by creating a plan of action and 

establishing a routine. An improved mental-well-being and self-confidence while 

productively supporting the regular lesson learning.  

 

 

2. Them and Us: Meet and Greet Together 
Practitioners can organise and launch informal intergroup educational events and activities 

aimed at enabling migrants and local communities. It appeared in our State of Art Report 

that it can be challenging to get a network of participants for new activities and initiatives. 

We thus suggest a complementary strategy, introducing migrants to existing local 

happenings. 

 

Activity III – Things to Do Around Me 
 

For this activity we suggest organising a brief get-together event to inform migrants and 

provide and share advice on local happenings with them as people in transition often lack 

knowledge about opportunities available. Providing opportunities for migrants to meet with 

members of the local community can encourage mutual understanding and initiate learning 

new things and strengthen capacities. 

1. Event can start with an opening discussion about how the participants used to spend free 

time in their countries of origin. The facilitator gains knowledge about participants’ 

background and needs which helps to run the session in a more tailored way, helping them 

to find ways how their skills and interest can be put to use. 

2. This will include sharing sources where to find and check out community and leisure 

activities that can be attended locally. This can include: suggesting sources of where to find 

about local events, free-time activities, free cultural events, festivals etc. Many migrants may 

have particular skills that may be of benefit to the local community if put to use in voluntary 

work for example. Getting involved can help develop social skills and self-esteem, to help 

migrants feel at home in unfamiliar settings but also to demonstrate to the “local” 

communities the benefits that new arrivals can bring. 

2. To inform participants about local migrant community organisations - this can play a vital 

role by building links between migrants and the wider community. These organisations can 

provide refugees with support and advice shared by people from the same country of origin. 

3. Suggest various areas of activities: 

 sporting events 

 local municipal festivals, parades, fairs, flea-markets 
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 local libraries and their services  

 hobby associations and clubs 

 

3. Women in Action 
Approaches and strategies for managing migration are often developed without taking into 

account gender and the different experiences and needs related to it. Initiatives to empower 

women and girls, to improve access to education are important as we consider integration 

and inequalities. 

In some communities, cultural attitudes and behaviours are holding women back from fully 

participating in society, they are prone to having a more difficult approach to education and 

being disadvantaged on the labour market. It is crucial to ensure that female migrants and 

refugees have equal access to all necessary services, education, labour market and 

opportunities to socially integrate, despite being occupied by childcare. 

 

Good Practice Box – Integrating through socializing in the parents and 
children club  
The Democratic Education Centre in Prague runs a regular programme on women and 

childcare, bringing together parents (mainly women) from diverse backgrounds to give them 

an opportunity to practise Czech, and socialise and integrate with each other and into local 

life. Activities and topics covered are flexible and tailored to the women’s and children’s 

needs. The meetings also promote understanding between different communities and as the 

women regularly bring their small children too, it also helps achieve real social integration at 

the earliest stages. Participants have gained confidence over time to participate more fully in 

the community they live in, find friends and be more satisfied in their everyday realities. 
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4. You Are What You Eat 
 

A way to promote cohesion can involve organising activity by bringing people of different 

backgrounds together through, for example, cooking food. The aim of this section is to 

introduce culinary culture as a tool for social inclusion of disadvantaged groups in society. 

The anticipated outcome is to encourage migrants and locals of all ages and backgrounds to 

learn new things and techniques and to benefit in multiple ways by mingling with each other 

and developing new skills. Providing opportunities for migrants and refugees to meet with 

members of the local community contributes and encourages mutual understanding. This 

can include formal and informal meetings such as for example cultural, sporting or social 

events.  

Activity IV– Food Workshop Proposal Preparation 
 

This activity is adapted from a community project implemented by the Democratic 

Education Centre in the Czech Republic and consists of preparing a plan for organising a 

culinary workshop by a migrant. The workshop is run by a migrant with the help of a 

facilitator. The idea stresses the migrant’s agency and active involvement, as he/she is not 

only participating in the activity but independently planning (and possibly future leading) it 

with the assistance of the facilitator. The motivation is to prepare an organisational plan of 

the workshop for the general public, and thus support creating an open space for an 

intercultural dialogue between migrants and locals. 

 

1. The facilitator gets together with the participant who is preparing a program of a culinary 

workshop to discuss his/her idea of the event´s course and content. The key idea is that the 

participant takes part in an independent decision-making process with possible assistance. 

The activity can take place as a group session, where the participant creates their own 

proposals, supervised by a facilitator. It can also take form of a one-to-one session where 

the facilitator meets with one participant. 

 

2. Event Management – the participant considers what course of action and steps his/her 

workshop will follow and how much time it will take up, creates a to-do list and a timeline. 

 

3. Recipes preparation – writing down a list of meals the participant would like to introduce 

and cook together with the visitors. 

 

4. Organisation – preparing a scenario of the event, how is he/she going to introduce the 

event to the participant, what is he/she going to explain and discuss about his/her story, 

country of origin, recipes chosen. 
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The overall goal and impact of this activity is: planning a production of one’s own event is 

to support migrants in taking action, practising local language for the purpose of public 

speaking, gaining and practising new skills in event management and cooperation. The 

expected outcomes of the activity are: event plan and timeline, list of dishes and recipes, 

draft of opening oral introduction. 

 

5. Beyond Cultures and Ages: Connecting Migrants 
with Seniors 

Older people and intergenerational cohesion  
In current societies, both migrants and seniors are considered as disadvantaged groups, 

therefore there are many activities and programs dedicated to them and their social and 

communal engagement and activation. Both can face isolation and many projects and 

initiatives are emerging, such as the Senior Volunteers for Migrant Integration European 

project or Silver Service project19. They exemplify that senior citizens can support migrant 

integration and stay active in society. 

An ageing population is an emerging phenomenon – the share of those aged 80+ almost 

doubled between the years 2001 and 2020.20 

As the numbers of elderly people in European countries are rising, studies show that 

loneliness is an emerging health problem for seniors21. Both older adults and migrants are 

vulnerable to loneliness, and community-based interventions can help reduce loneliness for 

all older adults in a community. 

In Sweden for example, an initiative to connect migrants and pensioners emerged in the 

field of housing, when the city of Helsingborg created a unique housing project where 

pensioners and migrants live side-by-side22. 

In central Italy, an interesting initiative bringing together migrants and elderly inhabitants 

took place. They were meeting on weekly basis, spending time together and sharing 

experiences, stories and culinary recipes23. The leitmotif of the project was to foster 

integration and fight prejudice.  

Senior citizens are considered prone to disinformation and fake-news about migration, 

therefore activities cultivating relationships between migrants and elderly members of 

European societies are considered as a key element of building bridges between newcomers 

and locals. Activities like this try to increase connectedness and sustain active participation 

                                                                 
19

 https://www.seniors4migrants.eu 
     https://silverserviceproject.eu/en/ 

20 https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/cache/digpub/demography/bloc-1c.html?lang=en  
21 https://www.thelancet.com/journals/lancet/article/PIIS0140-6736(18)30142-9/fulltext 
22https://www.dw.com/en/swedish-town-to-integrate-refugees-by-housing-them-with-pensioners/a-516

2396 
23

https://www.infomigrants.net/en/post/16460/migrants-meet-seniors-in-jesi-italy-as-part-of-integratio

n-project 
 

https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/cache/digpub/demography/bloc-1c.html?lang=en
https://www.thelancet.com/journals/lancet/article/PIIS0140-6736(18)30142-9/fulltext
https://www.dw.com/en/swedish-town-to-integrate-refugees-by-housing-them-with-pensioners/a-5162396
https://www.dw.com/en/swedish-town-to-integrate-refugees-by-housing-them-with-pensioners/a-5162396
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and increase inclusion of both groups in current societies. So, the second impact/ benefit is 

raising awareness of the volume of false or misleading images of “the others”. 

At the same time, migrants and refugees make their mark upon their new location, whether 

by filling skills gaps, providing care, generating increased demand for public services, or 

bringing new and diverse cultural perspectives to communities.  

           

Good Practice Box – Migrants with seniors talk time 
 

In the Democratic Educational Centre in Prague, the team was implementing regular project 

activity aimed at connecting migrants and elderly citizens. The activity consisted of 

organising a get together of a group of seniors and one migrant. This usually took place in an 

institution where the elderly people are organised, such as retirement homes, senior clubs, 

unions, or local community centres. In these places, various free time, educational and 

cultural activities, such as workshops, courses, community meetings, consultations and 

lectures take place. It is here, where many Czech elderly people are gathering, socialising, 

learning new things and spending their free time. Community places like this help to prevent 

seclusion and alienation of people of post-productive age.   

A selected migrant living in the CR was offered an opportunity to visit seniors in a particular 

place and organise an event about his country of origin. Before the event took place, the 

migrant was cooperating with the Democratic Education facilitator to plan a program of the 

event. This usually involved drafting a structure of the content, creating a PowerPoint 

presentation with visual materials related to the given country of origin. During this, the 

migrant participant also practised and utilized his digital skills, such as working with a laptop, 

downloading photos, creating a presentation, writing short texts and so on with assistance 

of the facilitator. He/she also created narrative content of his/her oral speech in Czech, 

focusing on a new vocabulary and grammar issues. The participant was given advice about 

the specifics on how to approach the target group of an elderly community and possible 

reactions. Overall, during the preparatory phase, the migrant was able to get confidence and 

self-realization while practising various useful skills and creating something according to 

his/her own ideas and wishes.  

During the event the participant got to debate with the elderly visitors, answer their 

questions about his/her country of origin, migration experience, and current life in the CR. 

At the same time, the migrant got to meet and know the local elderly people, practice Czech 

conversation, and learn about their views and problems.     

Both groups, the migrants and the seniors mutually benefited from these events. Often, this 

activity was a first opportunity for the migrant to experience public speaking and getting 

deeper in touch with local elderly people. The activity proved to successfully contribute to 

cross-cultural interactions and understanding and capacity-building of both groups. The 

migrants generally had rewarding feelings of empowerment and motivation by enhancing 

and practising new skills and gaining new competencies and experiences that could be also 

valuable in their personal life and labour market. The crucial element was the fact that the 
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activity was conducted independently, with only a supportive assistance of the facilitator 

during the preparatory phase and during the implementation itself.  

 

Organisation for Aid to Refugees in Prague also runs a similar educational activity, but 

focuses on various rural regions in the CR where the general population and seniors are 

more impacted by prejudice and low intercultural awareness. The migrant is accompanied 

by an Organisation´s lecturer, who informs the senior participants about the facts about 

foreigners and migration in the CR taking into account the context of the particular migrant's 

story. Here, seniors learn new things and relevant information about the current issue of 

migration and moreover get direct personal experience of getting to know a migrant living in 

a local area. 

 

While migrants and seniors are put together to learn from each other, share their free time 

actively, it is suggested to involve interactive content. As proved in our State of the Art 

Report24, migrants often have various hobbies and interesting skills connected with their 

home country. Many low-skilled migrant women claimed to have an interest in crocheting, 

knitting and sewing.  

 

Activities like this help to activate both the migrant and the seniors and both parties benefit 

from get-together events, fostering social connections and a sense of belonging for all 

participants. By actively participating on creating events for seniors, migrants get a sense of 

accomplishment, achievement and fulfilment by positively contributing in the new society. 

They can also widen their social networks by encountering a specific group of locals closely.  

 

Spending time together with seniors can help enabling migrants to gain confidence through 

positive interactions25 and consequently be empowered. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                 
24 https://www.cotw-erasmus.com/news/state-of-the-art-report/  
25 https://www.coe.int/t/democracy/migration/Source/migration/EnglishMigrantBelongingWeb.pdf 

 pp. 14 

https://www.cotw-erasmus.com/news/state-of-the-art-report/
https://www.coe.int/t/democracy/migration/Source/migration/EnglishMigrantBelongingWeb.pdf
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As seniors is a group in society often exposed and affected by disinformation and fake-news 

about various topics, including migrants and refugees, building bridges between migrants 

and local elderly communities is a relevant and current model of community building 

activities. During the activity above the seniors got to meet a foreigner living in the CR and 

learn about his/her story, home country and challenges he/she is facing living in a new 

country. This contributed to preventing misinformation and xenophobic attitudes in this part 

of society, as personal experience, and knowledge of meeting a migrant proves to be a 

significant solution. 

 

Outreach and Evaluation 
Concerning basic skills development, a significant amount of the learners who most need to 

increase the level of their basic skills will not seek learning activities that are organised26. It is 

then crucial to try and reach diverse groups of migrants and foster their motivation. In order 

to improve project implementation and ensure desired results in activities, it is important to 

integrate both monitoring and evaluation during all phases of activity design, 

implementation and completion. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                 

 
26

https://epale.ec.europa.eu/en/blog/oer-ensuring-outreach-motivation-and-persistence-basic-skills-pro

grams 
  

https://epale.ec.europa.eu/en/blog/oer-ensuring-outreach-motivation-and-persistence-basic-skills-programs
https://epale.ec.europa.eu/en/blog/oer-ensuring-outreach-motivation-and-persistence-basic-skills-programs
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Chapter II – Digital skills 
 

The following chapter of the COTW handbook focuses on how to use ICT to facilitate for 

professionals working with migrants. Further the chapter includes solid tips, examples, and 

exercises to increase the digital skills within the migrant group. The content of the chapter is 

mainly aimed at individuals who lack basic skills in ICT but many of the exercises and 

activities are adaptable to suit even individuals who have more advanced knowledge. At the 

end of the chapter there are references to useful activities only for advanced learners.  

  

Hence the learning outcomes of Chapter II are: 

 show the importance of having good knowledge in ICT to cope in the increasingly 

digital society 

 to provide professional with useful tools in ICT to for example clarify information 

and simplify interaction 

 to provide professionals with meaningful exercises that helps increase digital 

competence. 

 

The importance of knowledges in digital skills (ICT) 
Today’s society requires a high level of knowledges and skills within ICT (information and 

communication technology). It is essential in a constant changing environment where 

searching for an employment, applying for an education program or housing, handling bank 

errands etcetera require us to navigate different digital platforms. There is not a job today 

that does not demand the minimal knowledge of digital skills. Everyone needs to know how 

to use a computer to do at least the minimum. Digital illiteracy negatively effects individuals 

to become self-sufficient citizens, as it most likely will keep them from earning a living and 

contribute to the society’s economic growth. Therefore, skills and knowledges in ICT are 

critical in increasing increasing individuals’ employability and for the society’s economy in 

general.  

 The official website of the European Union acknowledges the need of digital skills and 

competences. Digital competences are in demand more than ever and digital solutions 

impact almost every aspect of our daily life.  

 In Europe more than 90% of professionals’ roles requires a basic level of digital knowledge, 

just as they require basic literacy and numeracy skills. At the same time, 80 million 

Europeans do not use the Internet because it is too expensive to buy a computer or that 

they find it too difficult to use internet while others think digital connect is not relevant. 

Approximately around 42% of Europeans lack basic digital skills, including 37% of those in 

the workforce. 1 

The digital exclusion is a growing phenomenon and becoming a part of the overall challenge 

of exclusion. Exclusion means a deterioration of the whole life situation like poor health, 
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poor lifelong earnings and an increased risk of marginalization. Many individuals are 

presently excluded for several reasons, such as having a low income and education, location, 

culture trust and confidence levels or various disabilities 27  

According to the National Digital Inclusion Alliance, there is a difference between Digital 

Equity and Digital Inclusion:28 

 “Digital Equity is a condition in which all individuals and communities have the information 

technology capacity needed for full participation in our society, democracy and economy.  

Digital Equity is necessary for civic and cultural participation, employment, lifelong learning, 

and access to essential services. 

The European Union has developed a range of policies and initiatives to increase digital skills 

in both the workforce and among consumers. The EU is investing in programmes to train 

Europeans and expand the talent pool in Europe so we can be confident of our future in the 

digital world 

Follow the link to find more information: 

https://digital-strategy.ec.europa.eu/en/policies/digital-skills-and-jobs 

 

The connection between social and digital exclusion has been confirmed by various 

worldwide research. Individuals with lower levels of education, income and health are less 

likely to use ICT. By reducing digital exclusion, these individuals will have access to the same 

information regarding education, health, and societal issues. In the long run, the increasing 

use of ICT will mean reduced exclusion. 

The Swedish national Agency for education specifies that by using digital tools in teaching, 

you as a teacher can improve the conditions of students in learning. Students will also bring 

digital skills with them for further studies and working life.29 

The curriculum for adult education also points to the importance of knowledge in ICT:  

“In an increasingly digital society, adult education must also contribute to developing 

students' digital skills. The education must contribute to all students in developing an 

understanding of how digitalization affects the individual and society's development. All 

students should be given the opportunity to develop their ability to use digital technology. 

They must also be given the opportunity to develop a critical and responsible approach to 

digital technology and to be able to see opportunities and understand cum evaluate 

information. Through these knowledge and attitudes linked to digital competence, 

entrepreneurship and innovation thinking, students develop abilities that are important in 

both work and social life as well as in further studies.”30 

The Swedish author, lecturer and teacher, Ivana Eklund has a long experience working with 

ICT, developing material, and educating professionals. According to her research it is 

                                                                 
27https://digital-strategy.ec.europa.eu/en/policies/digital-inclusion 
28https://www.digitalinclusion.org/ 
29https://www.skolverket.se/undervisning/vuxenutbildningen/komvux-svenska-for-invandrare-sfi/lar
oplan-for-vux-och-kursplan-for-svenska-for-invandrare-sfi/laroplan-lvux12-for-vuxenutbildningen 
30https://www.skolverket.se/undervisning/vuxenutbildningen/komvux-svenska-for-invandrare-sfi/lar
oplan-for-vux-och-kursplan-for-svenska-for-invandrare-sfi/kursplan-for-svenska-for-invandrare-sfi 
 

https://digital-strategy.ec.europa.eu/en/policies/digital-skills-and-jobs
https://digital-strategy.ec.europa.eu/en/policies/digital-inclusion
https://www.digitalinclusion.org/
https://www.skolverket.se/undervisning/vuxenutbildningen/komvux-svenska-for-invandrare-sfi/laroplan-for-vux-och-kursplan-for-svenska-for-invandrare-sfi/laroplan-lvux12-for-vuxenutbildningen
https://www.skolverket.se/undervisning/vuxenutbildningen/komvux-svenska-for-invandrare-sfi/laroplan-for-vux-och-kursplan-for-svenska-for-invandrare-sfi/laroplan-lvux12-for-vuxenutbildningen
https://www.skolverket.se/undervisning/vuxenutbildningen/komvux-svenska-for-invandrare-sfi/laroplan-for-vux-och-kursplan-for-svenska-for-invandrare-sfi/kursplan-for-svenska-for-invandrare-sfi
https://www.skolverket.se/undervisning/vuxenutbildningen/komvux-svenska-for-invandrare-sfi/laroplan-for-vux-och-kursplan-for-svenska-for-invandrare-sfi/kursplan-for-svenska-for-invandrare-sfi
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important to remember that our target group are adults and therefore the content of the 

teaching (developing) digital competence must be adult relevant and useful and that will 

move within the domains of everyday life, social life, working life and studies. The individuals 

need to develop digital skills in order to be able to search and handle information, work with 

word processing, send and receive emails, make reservations online, search for job, find a 

living and so on.31 

 

Tips of useful tools for professionals 
Forms 

One activity for the professionals is to use the tool FORMS included in Office 365. FORMS 

can be used for evaluation, surveys, and quizzes etcetera. FORMS can be a good tool for 

measuring prior knowledges and to gain information of what level the individual is at.  

How to create a FORM: 

https://www.chorus.co/resources/news/a-beginner-s-guide-to-microsoft-forms 

 

Quizlet 

Quizlet is a game tool for language training, a test tool and a quiz. Since it is a so-called scale 

tool, you can adapt the content and level of difficulty to your students' needs. There are 

several different games / activities as well as a self-correcting test built into Quizlet, but for 

them to work, you need to enter the words, concepts or phrases that you want your 

students to practice. You must also provide each word / phrase with a definition either in 

the form of a verbal description or a picture. There is an image bank in Quizlet, but you can 

also upload your own images. 

Quizlet is an educational digital tool that is a fantastic resource for individuals' learning. 

Quizlet is a varied tool for learning words, phrases and grammar. Quizlet is interactive, 

multimodal, self-correcting and adaptable. 

Once you have created your own Quizlet account, you can also start searching for other 

people's finished games and dictionaries and save them and use them. There, Quizlet works 

in the same way as e.g., Kahoot. 

https://quizlet.com/latest 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                 
31https://www.andrasprak.su.se/sfi-vuxenutbildning/om-eleverna-ska-kunna-utveckla-sin-digitala-ko
mpetens-m%C3%A5ste-l%C3%A4rarna-f%C3%A5-r%C3%A4tt-f%C3%B6ruts%C3%A4ttningar-1.443470 
 

https://www.chorus.co/resources/news/a-beginner-s-guide-to-microsoft-forms
https://quizlet.com/latest
https://www.andrasprak.su.se/sfi-vuxenutbildning/om-eleverna-ska-kunna-utveckla-sin-digitala-kompetens-m%C3%A5ste-l%C3%A4rarna-f%C3%A5-r%C3%A4tt-f%C3%B6ruts%C3%A4ttningar-1.443470
https://www.andrasprak.su.se/sfi-vuxenutbildning/om-eleverna-ska-kunna-utveckla-sin-digitala-kompetens-m%C3%A5ste-l%C3%A4rarna-f%C3%A5-r%C3%A4tt-f%C3%B6ruts%C3%A4ttningar-1.443470
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How to work to develop digital skills with illiterates  
An interview with a teacher, Anette Carlson, who has had many years of experience working 

with illiterates. The interview focuses on how to work with digital skills with the target group 

illiterates. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1. What is most difficult when it comes to teaching digital skills?   

The most difficult thing is to be clear enough. The teaching must be rich in content but very 

simple with small steps. Since you have in front of you an individual where letters do not 

mean anything at all, you must avoid long and compound words and keep it very simple. The 

illiterates often have a short working memory when it comes to theoretical elements and 

therefore it is important to run short work shifts and rehearse them continuously. They forget 

from time to time.  

2. What obstacles are there?  

A major obstacle is the availability of digital equipment and the cost of fiber and broadband. 

Many individuals do not have the financial means to pay for these services. Another obstacle 

for an illiterate is to navigate and sort through all digital information such as cookies, 

advertising and more. Approving a cookie and knowing which button to press is a big step to 

learn when you cannot read. Moreover, there are all the clicks on the computer before you 

are in the right program or on the right website. They cannot even sift through what is 

important or not. Source criticism is a very difficult part for them. 

 

3. How do you start with an individual who does not previously have knowledge in digital 

competence? 

Anette Carlson – 
teacher at Vetlanda 
Lärcentrum 
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- In one-to-one teaching, you must sit next to the individual and clearly show her/him one 

step at a time. Each completed step must be allowed to be tried by the individual him/herself. 

It is important that you do not do the work for them. Do not click on the right key for they 

must learn by doing. 

- Use image support with short plain text, simple and short instructions. 

- Supervise and support the individual 

- We start with simple steps such as closing and opening the lid on a computer. We then 

proceed to press the on button and so on.  

- Theory and practice must be cohesive. Each step that is gone through, the student must be 

allowed to try for him/herself, it must be a parallel process 

- Show an app that can be useful to the individual, for example an app for language learning. 

It is important to create an interest and a curiosity for the individual for him/her to want to 

learn something new. 

- As an adult, it is important to create an interest that can add something to their daily lives 

- It is important that the individual feels comfortable with one step before introducing the 

next step 

- Show only the most useful 

 

4. Which are the key/success factors?  

- It is important to map their current knowledge to start at the right level 

- Constantly encourage the individual and have high expectations on her/him. Everyone has 

the capacity to learn. 

- To be calm and patient. Repeat continuously and give individuals the time they need. 

- Work with image support. 

- Most people have a cell phone that they feel comfortable with. Start with the features and 

uses of the mobile phone that can help them in their daily lives. 

 

 

Simplify information with image support 
In our immediate surroundings we can find many areas that are equipped with image 

support. In traffic, we find signs that tell navigate our driving, in hospitals we locate the 

pharmacy or toilet , likewise in restaurants, airports and so on. 

 

     32 

     

 

Working with the image support in second language learning has many benefits. Especially 

for individuals who are illiterate or have a shorter school background. The image support can 

also be used in many different contexts, not just in language learning. It can be used to 

                                                                 
32www.bildstod.se 
 

http://www.bildstod.se/
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clarify for example information about the society and information from the authorities, 

which can facilitate the everyday life of individuals. Pictures can be used to reinforce what is 

being said. Using pictures as a complement to the spoken word can provide both security 

and an understanding of a context. Pictures can also be used in conversations where an 

interpreter is present as an extra support. 

 

Benefits of using image support: 

 Image support remains, unlike speech, which is fleeting and disappears as soon as it 

is said. 

 Image support can provide time to interpret languages. 

 Image support can help prepare for change and transitions. 

 Image support can help people see what you mean. 

 Image support helps all individuals. 

 Image support can help make individuals to be independent 

 Image support is movable between different places and people. 

 Image support is not judgmental. 

 Image support can help reduce stress and anxiety.33 

 

Image support can also be an important tool in workplaces to clarify tasks for individuals 

who have a lack of language skills or difficulty in communicating. Furthermore, image 

support can be used by staff in, for example, healthcare, social services, or other community 

services.  

In an article at www.suntarbetsliv.se we can read how a midwife uses image support to 

facilitate communication with patients who do not speak Swedish. According to the midwife 

using image support emphasis an increased understanding and more participation at work. 

The use of image support makes the care job easier and increases security for both patients 

and staff. 

“After all, a birth cannot be planned and if we do not have time to get an interpreter, we will 

have to manage as best we can at an initial stage. At the best, there are relatives who know 

a little Swedish or a colleague who speaks the same language, she says and adds that there 

will be a lot of body language.” 

The midwife says that newly arrived women often have difficulty putting words to body 

parts and they are above all not used to talking about their body. She also says that when 

the women's pain starts, it can trigger the trauma they have been through before. 

Communication then becomes much easier if they can point to a picture to explain where 

the pain is or what they need. With the help of pictures, “I can reduce anxiety by preparing 

the patient for what is to happen. I can reinforce what I want to say and at the same time 

show that we work in the same way with everyone, says the midwife. All this helps to reduce 

stress and create a calmer and safer work environment for healthcare staff”.34 

                                                                 
33https://pedagog.malmo.se/2017/06/27/varfor-visuellt-stod/ 
 
34https://www.suntarbetsliv.se/artiklar/kommunikation/bildstod-skapar-trygghet-for-barnmorskorna 

http://www.suntarbetsliv.se/
https://pedagog.malmo.se/2017/06/27/varfor-visuellt-stod/
https://www.suntarbetsliv.se/artiklar/kommunikation/bildstod-skapar-trygghet-for-barnmorskorna
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Activity I: Mapping model to clarify the individual’s level and 
further needs regarding digital competence 
 

Objective: Identifying individuals’ knowledge within ICT. 

Duration: 30 min-1 hours 

Materials:  A completed model on an ICT checklist  

 

In this section, we present a model that can be used to evaluate the individual's knowledge 

in ICT and what the individual needs to develop. The model can be easily applied to other 

programs and operating systems. The first model is for individuals who are literate and have 

basic ICT-skills and the second model for illiterates who are beginners in ICT. Both models 

use image support to simplify for both the individual and the professional.  

The model is proposed to be a help for both professionals and for learners. As a professional, 

you complete an ICT checklist with what you think the individual must be able to do in a 

certain situation. It can be about school, work, and other social contexts. The checklist is 

intended to be used as a basis for discussions with the individual where it is easy to 

understand what he or she needs to achieve to cope with a certain situation. In discussions 

with the individual, it becomes clear where he or she is at now and what he or she must 

learn to develop further knowledge in ICT. 
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Model I 

 ICT – checklist 

Name: _______________ 

Date:  _______________ 

 

I have knowledge of: 

Office 365 

 

   Logging in to Office 365 via XXXX 

 

   Enter TEAMS via XXXX 

 

   Download the TEAMS app to your computer 

 

  

Digital communication 

 

           Read and send emails from Outlook in O365 and attach documents. 

           View shared documents 

 

  

 

Words 

 

          Share documents 

          Insert table, pictures and text 

          Insert page number and header 

 

  

PowerPoint 

 

              Make a PowerPoint to use in an oral presentation 

            Share the PowerPoint presentation  

  

Zoom 

 

            Open the link 

            Attend a meeting and leave a meeting 

            Send messages in Zoom 
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Source criticism, media literacy, fake news 

 

            Be careful about where the information comes from and who the author is 

            Compare information 

            Challenge information 

            Be able to differentiate between secure websites and dubious websites 
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Model II 

 ICT - checklist 

I AM ABLE TO: 

 

Turn the computer on and of  

   

 

 

Manage mouse button left click and right click 

 

 

  

Handle the keyboard uppercase and lowercase letters 

 

 

 

Open browsers  

            

 

 

Search Google for information      

    

               

 

Open and search on YouTube 

 

 

  

Send SMS on my mobile phone 

 

 

 

Send emails on my mobile phone     

    

 

 

Use bank ID  
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ICT – knowledge steps 
 A knowledge stair that summarizes what the individuals should learn and when they should 

learn it. It is important that the learning takes place step by step and that the next step does 

not begin before the knowledge in the first step has been acquired. The ICT knowledge steps 

helps the individual and the professional to visualize the different knowledge steps. The ICT 

knowledge steps can be used at different levels and adapted to the individual's lack of 

knowledge. The example above demonstrates the steps for an ICT-beginner without former 

knowledge.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Activity II Use the ICT-knowledges steps to evaluate beginners´ 
computer skills 
Objective: Identifying individuals’ knowledge within ICT. 

Duration: Each session 1-2 hours, numbers of sessions depend on the individual’s 

development 

Materials: pen and paper 

Before the activity starts, hand out the ICT stairs to the participants and explain what each 

different step contains. It is very important that the participant understands that the first 

session will be about the first step in the stairs.  

1.  The first step is to gather the group and brainstorm about what knowledge already 

exists within the group. Divide the group into smaller groups and distribute paper and pen. 

The individuals in the group will now describe and discuss how they log in to a computer.  

2. Collect the answers from all the groups and write them on a board or larger piece of paper. 

The most important thing is to visualize the answers. 

3. After discussing the answers, the individuals are divided into new groups based on what 

prior knowledge they have. In a larger group, it is quite likely that someone has the 

knowledge or experience of logging in to a computer. Use that person's knowledge to help 

others. At best, they speak the same language, which makes it easier for a beginner to 

absorb new knowledge. 

4. In step four, the individual needs to sit at a computer. Now the work of teaching the 

individual how to log in to a computer begins. It is important that the individual can start at 

the level he or she is at. In this step, clear instructions are needed and with advantage help 
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from native speakers. Each step in the ICT- stairs must take time and the next step cannot be 

started until the person manages to log in. 

5.  After each session, a minor evaluation is made. What has the individual experienced 

from this session? Can he / she show how he / she logs in? Show it to a friend or other 

person. Does the person need more sessions to complete the first step? You can 

advantageously use the FORMS tool to evaluate the session.  

6. Individual or group conversations about the next step in the stairs. It is important to 

visualize which stair the individual is at and therefore it may be a good idea to cross out the 

first step before the individual begins the next step. 

7. Start the next session after checking that everyone can log in to the computer. Repeating 

different steps several times is a success factor. Then you can start working in the same way 

with step two in the stairs.  

 

Tips for the facilitator: 

 Do not be in a hurry! It is important that each step is implemented before the next 

step begins. 

 Ensure in several different ways that the individual handles the part you have 

worked on. 

 Frequently repeat learned steps 

 

 

Useful links when working with image support 

All the pictures used in the mentioned examples in this chapter are taken from the free 

website https://arasaac.org/ where you easily create an account and get access to different, 

useful pictures and symbols. Other free websites are listed in the following: 

www.sclera.be/en/vzw/home 

www.opensymbols.org 

http://bildstod.se 

On the belove website you can download picture support in Arabic and Somali.  

https://pedagog.malmo.se/2016/06/02/100-svenska-ord-pa-arabiska-och-somaliska-med-bil

dstod/  

In InPrint 3, you can create completely free layouts for picture cards, schedules, 

communication maps, worksheets, instructions, social stories and more. About 16,000 

Widget symbols are included, but you can also easily add your own images, photographs, 

and other image bases. InPrint 3 requires a license and you can check it out here: 

https://www.funktionsverket.se/produkter/appar/symbolprogram/in-print-3/ 

 

 

 

 

 

https://arasaac.org/
http://www.sclera.be/en/vzw/home
http://www.opensymbols.org/
http://bildstod.se/
https://pedagog.malmo.se/2016/06/02/100-svenska-ord-pa-arabiska-och-somaliska-med-bildstod/
https://pedagog.malmo.se/2016/06/02/100-svenska-ord-pa-arabiska-och-somaliska-med-bildstod/
https://www.funktionsverket.se/produkter/appar/symbolprogram/in-print-3/
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Activity III Simplify information with image support 
Objective: To help professionals simplify information with image support. 

This activity is aimed at professionals to make it easier for migrants to understand and 

access information.  

Duration: Depends on the size of the material to be simplified.  

Material: Use appropriate web pages to find useful image support 

 

Simplifying information with image support can be an advantage for those individuals who 

are illiterate but also for those with a short school background or other language difficulties. 

Image support can be used to an advantage when, for example, you want to call an 

individual to a meeting. Without image support, the invitation to the appointment can look 

as follows: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

If you add image support, it could look like this: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 You are welcome Monday the 1 of January at 10:00 o´clock. 

 The address is xxxx-street 15 

 You will meet administrator Lisa xxxxx 

 If you’re not able to attend, please call 070-xxxxxx 

 

You are welcome Monday the 1 of January 

at 15:00 o´clock. 
M T W T F S S  

 

 

The address is xxxx-street 15 

 

 

 

          Picture of the building 

 

You will meet administrator xxxxx 

 

  

 Pic    Picture of the administrator 

                                

 

If you´re not able to attend, please call 

070xxxxxxxxxx 
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The following information has been used in Adult Education in Sweden. It has been sent out 

to all new students before the start of new courses. Even students who are not weak in their 

language or have communication difficulties have appreciated that the information is 

completed with image support. Image support can simplify everyone's everyday life. Image 

support eases the understanding of for example schedules, instructions, information, and 

rules. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Course start 

You have received a letter or e-mail with a Call. 

It says which week you start. 

Have you applied for courses but not received an 

answer? 

You will receive an answer soon. 

You will receive an email from your teacher 2-3 days 

before you start. 

It says which day you start and where you will meet. 

Your times may change in the first few weeks. 

 

Extra support and aids 

Contact our special pedagogue 

Name: XXXXXXXX 

xxxxxx.xxxxxx@vetlanda.se 

 

 

 

 

 

Literature 

If you are studying a course at a compulsory level, you 

can borrow literature. In most high school courses, you 

buy course literature, and your teacher will inform you. 

You will also find course literature: 

https://www.vetlandalarcentrum.se  

 

 

 

 

Find your schedule 

www.vetlandalarcentrum.se 

before course start – schedule – school 24 – course 

code 

 

 

 

 

Haldor – our learning platform 

When you start, you will receive a login, which you use 

at school. The first day of school, you can log in with 

BankID. 

 

Learn more by watching the movie before course start: 

www.vetlandalarcentrum.se 

 

 

 

You apply for study grants at: 

 

www.csn.se  

mailto:xxxxxx.xxxxxx@vetlanda.se
https://www.vetlandalarcentrum.se/
http://www.vetlandalarcentrum.se/
http://www.vetlandalarcentrum.se/
http://www.csn.se/
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Activity IV: How to increase digital skills using a smartphone 
Objective: to increase and develop digital skills using a smartphone. 

Duration: 5-6 sessions 

Materials: questionnaire with relevant questions for the task 

Today, most residents have access to a smartphone. The smartphone is very useful in the 

work of increasing digital knowledge. According to Eurostat 73% of the habitants within EU 

use a smartphone for private purposes. Corresponding figures in the Czech Republic are 68%, 

in Italy 76% and in Sweden 86%. 35 

This activity aims to increase and develop digital skills using a smartphone. The knowledge 

stair demonstrates which areas and steps the individual needs to develop to take part in 

information, communication, search for jobs etcetera. Professionals can adapt the steps in 

the knowledge stair to meet the individual’s needs.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The activity is carried out in different steps. It is of great importance to find out the 

individuals' already acquired knowledge from individuals in their use of smartphone and we 

must consider the resources that everyone possesses.  

1. Step one is to conduct in-depth interviews with everyone. It is significant that the 

interviews are conducted with the help of language support as the answers are essential for 

the continued work.  

Examples of questions: 

- Do you have email in your smartphone? 

- Do you know how to send emails using your smartphone? 

- Can you send and receive text messages? 

- Do you have a Facebook account? 

- How do you communicate with friends and family? 

- Can you connect to Wi-Fi? 

- How do you take part of society information? 

                                                                 
35https://appsso.eurostat.ec.europa.eu/nui/show.do?dataset=isoc_cisci_sp&lang=en 
 

https://appsso.eurostat.ec.europa.eu/nui/show.do?dataset=isoc_cisci_sp&lang=en
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- Do you read newspapers online? 

- Do you know how to search for a job online? 

- Do you know how to download an application? 

2. In step two, you need to make sure that the information that emerged in the interviews 

matches the individuals' knowledge. You do this by practically asking the individual to, for 

example, send you an SMS or an email. Further you can ask them to show you a news page 

online, to download an application, or to connect to Wi-Fi.  

3. In step three, we analyze the individuals' responses and what needs they have. The 

professionals also need to think about what they need to develop to meet the needs of the 

individuals.  

4. Step four involves creating workshops based on the results we arrived at in step three. 

The groups can advantageously be divided according to the language the individual speaks. 

In this way, those who are a little more advanced can support those who need more help.  

In step four, even the access to mother tongue supporters is important.  

5. To measure the results of this activity, we can go back to doing new interviews with the 

individuals. In this step we can ask about how they have experienced the process, such as if 

they if feel more secure with the digital tools, if there is anything else they need to learn and 

so on.  

Another way to evaluate the exercise is to use the digital tool FORMS.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

           

                                    

 

                   

 

 

 

 

 
    https://stocksnap.io/photo/man-cafe-HDDHL0YRDL 

 

 

 

 

https://stocksnap.io/photo/man-cafe-HDDHL0YRDL
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Advanced learners’ section 
 

This section is for individuals who have a greater knowledge of ICT and need more advanced 

activities and exercises. For example, it may be about acquiring deeper knowledge of the 

Office package, such as Word, Excel or PowerPoint. Further it can be about communication 

and social media, safety at the net etcetera. 

 

Even for advanced learners, it can be very helpful to visualize the learning process. 

Visualizing means that it becomes clear what knowledge the individual possesses and what 

knowledge the individual needs to acquire in order to deepen their understanding. It is 

therefore advantageous to use the knowledge steps for these individuals as well.  

 

If an individual needs to deepen their knowledge in PowerPoint, the stairs can look like 

following: 

 

 

 

  

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The individual uses the stairs as an aid in the learning process. It is easy to go back and see 

which steps that have been managed, and which steps remain. It is possible to add more 

steps depending on what level the individual wants to reach.  

 

At the following link you find basic tasks for creating a PowerPoint presentation: 

  

Basic tasks for creating a PowerPoint presentation (microsoft.com) 

https://support.microsoft.com/en-us/office/basic-tasks-for-creating-a-powerpoint-presentation-efbbc1cd-c5f1-4264-b48e-c8a7b0334e36
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Activity V – practice Word at different levels 
 

Objective: This activity aims to develop and deepen the individual’s knowledge in the 
program Word. The activity can be adapted to suit the individual’s level of knowledge. The 
example below can be reworked, and other more difficult and advanced steps can be 
inserted. This is an individual activity, but the participants can with advantage cooperate and 
take help from each other.  
This type of activity can be used in many different contexts and adapted to other programs 
such as PowerPoint, Excel, Publisher, and Outlook.  
  
Duration: 1-2 sessions  
 
Material: A list of tasks of what the individual shall accomplish computer or chrome book 
with Word installed.  
 
The following link can be a support in carrying out the task: Word help & learning - Microsoft 
Support 
 
1. Begin the activity by handing out the following list of tasks: 
 
  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2. After the individual has sent you the document via email, correct the text and check that 

all information is complete.  

 

3. Return the document with the corrections.  

 

4. Either the individual needs more practice on the tasks or you can do a similar task that is 

further advanced. Example of further tasks when working in Word: Change margins, insert 

page numbers, add a border to a page, create a list, insert a table, share a document, insert 

a comment, use WordArt, Add a watermark etcetera.  

 

 

 

1. Write a text of at least 300 words on the theme “My favorite 
place”. Use Calibri font, font size 12 and paragraph space 
1.5.  

2. Insert a heading by applying Word heading styles. 
3. Select a picture at pixabay.com and save it on your 

computer. 
4. Insert the picture in your text and select a wrapping option. 
5. When you are done with your text and layout, save your 

document to your desktop as your name.  
6. Send the document by email to XXXXXXXXXX.  

https://support.microsoft.com/en-us/word?ui=en-us&rs=en-us&ad=us
https://support.microsoft.com/en-us/word?ui=en-us&rs=en-us&ad=us
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Inspiration for advanced learners 
Since this chapter is more focused on beginners who lack basic knowledge in ICT, in this 

section we want to present other projects where there are many useful tips and exercises 

for advanced learners.  

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

DISC- Digital skills for integration and Active citizenship is a three-year project co-funded by 

the Erasmus+ programme of the European Union under KA3: Support for policy reform, 

Social inclusion through education, training and youth.  

 

1. The DISC project self-assessment tool helps the learners to identify areas of growth 

in digital skills.  

2. The DISC project learning platform includes various modules where the learners can 

learn and practice ICT essentials, Word processing, Information and data literacy, 

daily digital tools, IT-security, Online collaboration and Active citizenship tools.  

 

Follow the link to create an account and take part of the project’s modules and tools.  

DISC | Digital skills for integration and active citizenship (discproject.eu) 

 

 

 

 

 

Tour2Include – Migrant´s integration into Tourism-Related Professions. Co-funded by the 

ERASMUS+ programme, KA2: Cooperation for innovation and the exchange of good 

practices – Strategic partnerships for adult education.  

 

1. The projects e-learning platform contains several modules. Module 5 aims to introduce 

migrant learners to basic aspects digital skills. 

2. Module 5 contains different units where individuals can learn the most common 

programmes of Microsoft Office as well as learn about the most important networks and 

social media, channels on the internet and what they can be sued for.  

 

Follow the link to create an account and get access to useful material and exercises.  

https://elearning.tour2include.eu/login/index.php 

 

 

 

https://discproject.eu/
https://elearning.tour2include.eu/login/index.php
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Resources – Digital Skills 
 

Microsoft support. Online at: 

Basic tasks for creating a PowerPoint presentation (microsoft.com) 

 

Erasmus+ project. Online at: 

DISC | Digital skills for integration and active citizenship (discproject.eu) 

 

Trust, security and privacy – smartphones (2018). Online at Eurostat: 
https://appsso.eurostat.ec.europa.eu/nui/show.do?dataset=isoc_cisci_sp&lang=en 

Symbol set and resources for Augmentive and Alternative Communicación (2021). Online at: 

https://arasaac.org/ 

Erasmus+ project. Online at: 

https://elearning.tour2include.eu/login/index.php 

Varför visuellt stöd? (2017) Online at: 

https://pedagog.malmo.se/2017/06/27/varfor-visuellt-stod/ 

Man Cafe Free Stock Image (retrieved October 2021). Online at: 
https://stocksnap.io/photo/man-cafe-HDDHL0YRDL 

Bildstöd skapar trygghet för barnmorskorna (April, 2018). Online at: 

https://www.suntarbetsliv.se/artiklar/kommunikation/bildstod-skapar-trygghet-for-barnmo

rskorna/ 

Welcome to Bildstod.se (2021) online at: www.bildstod.se 

Kursplan för kommunal vuxenutbildning i svenska för invandrare (2021). Online at: 
https://www.skolverket.se/undervisning/vuxenutbildningen/komvux-svenska-for-invandrare
-sfi/laroplan-for-vux-och-kursplan-for-svenska-for-invandrare-sfi/kursplan-for-svenska-for-in
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Chapter III - Labour market inclusion 
 

The following chapter of the COTW Handbook is centred around strategies, tools and 

activities to foster migrants’ labour market inclusion through the provision of knowledge on 

the educational systems of Italy, Sweden and the Czech Republic as well as how to identify 

previous education and working experience, search for a job, prepare a cv etc. and finally 

conveys some useful starting points regarding social entrepreneurism. 

 

Hence the learning outcomes of Chapter I are: 

 Gaining a comprehensive understanding of the recognition and valorisation of 

migrants’ previous education and working experience; 

 Having an overview of the educational systems in the three partner countries; 

 Being provided with resources and tools to foster migrants’ employability, including 

CV preparation, job search and job interview simulations as well as 

 Developing a basic understand of social entrepreneurism and how it relates to 

migrants’ employability. 

 

The learning path 

1 1.1 Recognition and validation of previous education and working 
experience 
Before starting to look for a job, it might be helpful to comprehensively analyse where our 

participants or the individual we are working with stands. Obviously, migrants do not arrive 

from a vacuum, but bring all of their previous life and working experiences, a spectrum of 

different transversal competences and hard skills as well as a certain attitude and approach 

to their environment with them. On the other hand, many have already attended school, 

professional training or university in their countries of origin. Instead of having to start over 

it should be a key priority to support them in the process of getting their degrees recognised, 

thus enabling them to go on with their educational path if they want to. 

 

The UNESCO36 proposes different definitions of Recognition of prior learning (RPL), among 

them: 

 “The acknowledgement of a person's skills and knowledge acquired through 

previous training, work or life experience, which may be used to grant status or 

credit in a subject or module. It can lead to a full qualification in the VET sector.” 

(Source: NCVER 2013, Australia) and 

                                                                 
36 UNESCO-UNEVOC (2021): TVETipedia Glossary – Recognition of prior learning (RPL). Online at: 
https://unevoc.unesco.org/home/TVETipedia+Glossary/lang=en/filt=all/id=398 

https://unevoc.unesco.org/home/TVETipedia+Glossary/lang=en/filt=all/id=398
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 “The process in which the individual’s previous learning outside the formal system 

which contributes to the achievement of current competency/ies can be assessed 

against the relevant unit of competency and given recognition through the issuance 

of appropriate certificate.” (Source: TESDA 2010, Philippines). 

Based on these definitions it becomes clear that the recognition of prior learning does not 

exclusively refer to formal education, but includes all different sorts of learning, knowledge 

and experiences gathered from many different experiences, such as hobbies, such as 

carpentry, cooking, sewing or playing sports; on-the-job training, informal internships, 

organising events, caring for children, animals and plants or for sick or elderly people, 

speaking different languages and many more. 

 

It is hence clear that one of the first steps towards a successful labour market inclusion, 

must be the comprehensive analysis and, if possible, recognition or validation of all the 

aforementioned previous skills, experiences and knowledge. In this context, it is important 

to keep an open mind, ask many questions, create connections and consider many different 

competences to be integrated into certain professions. The story of Kalissa gives you an idea 

about it: 

 

Valorisation of previous competences and skills – The Story of Kalissa 

“I was born to two parents of different ethnic groups, each of whom spoke their own 

language, which is why I have grown up bilingual speaking Sousou and Fullah since birth. 

When I moved to the city in order to study, I also learned French and other local languages 

(Malinké, Mighifore). As I teenager I moved to Senegal, where I further learned Wolof. After 

that I started my journey towards Europe, during which I have learned different languages 

along the way. Upon arrival in Italy, I also learned Italian. In the reception centre, the social 

workers noticed that I spoke many different languages and started bringing me along to 

official appointments to help them translate for other guys during the official procedures. It 

is through this that I discovered my interest for translation and that the languages I spoke 

were a useful asset to the Italian society. At some point, the social workers put me in touch 

with public entities, which ask me for my cv to be able to officially employ me as an 

interpreter for the hearings of other migrants. This has been the starting point of my 

professional journey as an interpreter for the Italian Ministry of Internal Affairs, who convoke 

me for different hearing all over Sicily. Furthermore, I started working as a intercultural 

mediator for different social projects in the local territory, based on the recommendation of 

some friends I had who worked in this sector. Through all of these activities I have been able 

to further develop my soft and linguistic skills. 

 

Based on my journey, I would give you the following recommendations: 

 Everything you know how to do is an asset and added value to society – believe in 

the value of yourself and the things you can do; 

 There is no “useless” language in this word – every language is as useful as any 

other; 
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 Be interested and engaged in the local context and put yourself out there – this will 

help people to get to know you and discover your unique talent; 

 Be curious and keep learning – everything you know how to do will come in handy at 

some point in your life.” 

 

This story gives some ideas on how to successfully valorise informal and non-formal working 

experiences, hobbies and skills, thus brining an added value to both, the local society and 

the Kalissa’s life. It further underlines how important the role of professionals working with 

migrants can be: Just one person with an open mind making the connection between an 

individual’s skills and the needs of the local society might make a big difference for 

everybody. 

 

However, in addition to just staying open and being aware of your participants skills, there 

are many other approaches, supporting you in the evaluation of RPL. Following the 

International Labour Organisation (IOL)37 these include the ones depicted below. 

 

 
Figure 1: Eight assessment methods to identify previous working experiences, skills and 

competencies (From: IOL, 2015, p.9)2 

 

A very systematic and comprehensive way for skill evaluation is the EU Skills Profile Tool for 

Third Country Nationals, a tool developed by the European Union to help foster the labour 

market inclusion of third country nationals: “The multilingual EU Skills Profile Tool for Third 

                                                                 
37 IOL (2015): Recognition of prior learning: Key success factors and the building blocks of an effective 
system; p. 9. Online at: 
https://www.ilo.org/wcmsp5/groups/public/---ed_emp/---ifp_skills/documents/publication/wcms_62
5895.pdf 

https://ec.europa.eu/migrantskills/#/
https://ec.europa.eu/migrantskills/#/
https://www.ilo.org/wcmsp5/groups/public/---ed_emp/---ifp_skills/documents/publication/wcms_625895.pdf
https://www.ilo.org/wcmsp5/groups/public/---ed_emp/---ifp_skills/documents/publication/wcms_625895.pdf
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Country Nationals is intended for use by organisations offering assistance to Third Country 

Nationals. It helps to map the skills, qualifications and work experiences of the third country 

nationals and to give them personalised advice on further steps, e.g. a referral to recognition 

of diplomas, skills validation, further training or employment support services.”38 

 

Even if you do not have the time to go through the whole tool, it is worth taking a look to 

getting some ideas of “hidden” competencies the migrants you work with might have and 

that you were not even thinking about. Furthermore, the tool offers a formalised and 

European-wide uniform way to validate competencies and previous experiences in a formal 

manner. 

 

Activity I: Identify your potential!39 

Objective: Identifying personal life objectives and reflecting on which skills you will need in 

order to get there. 

Duration: ca. 30 min 

Materials: Pen and paper 

Description:  

1. Handout a piece of paper and a pen to each participant and have them divide it into 

two columns by drawing a line in the middle. The first column is named “Outcomes”, 

while the second is for “Skills/Competencies”. 

2. Participants will be given three minutes to fill in the column “Outcomes” with 

everything they want to accomplish in their lives, everything they consider 

worthwhile thriving for. This may include starting a business of some kind, writing a 

book, becoming a famous chef, selling products from their country of origin, 

speaking many languages etc. While doing so, guide them to not filter their ideas, 

but just put everything down that comes to mind. If they find it difficult, you can also 

start this activity by brainstorming some ideas together, asking questions such as 

“Do you have a role model?”, “Whose work do you admire?” or “What did you want 

to become/ loved doing as a child?”. 

3. After the initial brainstorming phase, participants will be instructed to circle the 3 

outcomes they find most exciting and interesting to them personally from the initial 

list of everything they put down. 

4. The next step is to have them list down the necessary skills and competencies that 

they will need in order to achieve these outcomes. Connecting the skills they write 

down to the related outcome through lines. There might also be certain skills useful 

for more than one outcome. As has been mentioned before, it can be useful to 

brainstorm one example together with the whole group to get them started. 

                                                                 
38 European Commission (2021): EU Skills Profile Tool for Third Country Nationals. Online at: 
https://ec.europa.eu/migrantskills/#/  
39 This activity has been adapted from PATHWAYS project consortium (2021): Pathways toolkit for 
adult education, p. 82ff. 
 

https://ec.europa.eu/migrantskills/#/
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5. Finally, participants will turn the paper and separate the skills they have identified 

into “Skills I already have” and “Skills I want to develop”. This will help give them a 

clearer idea of what they already know how to do get to the outcomes they want to 

achieve. 

6. If you want to, you can have them present to the rest of the group what they have 

elaborated so far, in this way, participants can discuss and support each other as 

well as learn from what the others have noted down. Close the activity with a 

debriefing asking them what they have learned from the activity and how they think 

it applies to their lives. 

 

Tips for the facilitator: 

 Listen carefully and ask questions about your participants’ previous experiences; 

 Try to form connections between previous experiences, hobbies, skills and interests 

of your participants and the needs of the local labour market; 

 It is not your job to know everything! If you feel unsure about something very 

specific, such as the recognition of foreign degrees, ask a competent person for help. 

 

Resources at a glance 

 The EU Skills Profile Tool for Third Country Nationals; 

 PATHWAYS project consortium (2021): Pathways toolkit for adult education. 

 

1.1.2 Education: Professional training and university studies in the host 
country 
When working towards the labour market inclusion of migrants (or any other target group 

for that matter), it is of high importance to understand the differences between the 

educational systems in various countries. Even in the European Union we have systems that 

vary greatly from each other. It is thus not surprising that this is also true for non-European 

countries. In order to foster labour market inclusion, knowledge is key. Knowing which 

educational path or which prerequisites are the basis to obtain a certain profession will 

guide the way to take the right next steps in order to get there. 

 

A very good starting point, in order to get a general overview of different education systems 

in Europe is the website of the European Centre for the Development of Vocational training 

(CEDEFOP), where you can find a comprehensive overview of how each European system is 

structured, as is presented exemplary for Sweden in the picture below. 

https://ec.europa.eu/migrantskills/#/
https://www.cedefop.europa.eu/en/tools/vet-in-europe/systems/italy
https://www.cedefop.europa.eu/en/tools/vet-in-europe/systems/italy
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Figure 2: Overview of the educational system in Sweden (From: CEDEFOP, 20215) 

 

Furthermore, you can also find additional information on various issues, such as40: 

 A summary of the main features of the VET system for each country; 

 Education attainment; 

 Apprenticeship; 

 VET financing and mechanisms; 

                                                                 
40 CEDEFOP (2021): Vocational education and training in Europe. Online at: 
https://www.cedefop.europa.eu/en/tools/vet-in-europe/systems/italy 

https://www.cedefop.europa.eu/en/tools/vet-in-europe/systems/italy
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 Teachers and trainers; 

 Validation of prior learning; 

 Incentives for learners or 

 Guidance and counselling. 

All in all, this website hence offers a great tool for anybody looking for specific information 

and does not know where to start. 

 

After the educational path is clear, the next step is to access the educational system. Your 

participant might already have gained an academic or professional degree in their country of 

origin, which means that they might want to get this recognised before accessing the 

educational system. Chamwil tells us his story on the hurdles he encountered, when wanting 

to access University in Italy with his Highschool degree from Cameroon. 

 

Accessing university in Italy with a foreign degree – The Story of Chamwil 

“I already had attended one year of university in sociology in Cameroon. Unfortunately, it 

was not possible to recognise it in Europe. In Italy, however, the first thing I had to do to get 

my Highschool degree from Cameroon recognised was to have it officially translated into 

Italian. I had to find a person who could help me with the translation. The university put me 

in touch with another migrant who had enrolled in the University and who told me that first I 

had to contact a notary who would then officially translate the degree. After this first step, I 

had to contact CIMEA, which is the contact point for academic degree recognition in Italy 

and who hence would legalise the document and give you a Certificate of Comparability. 

With this you contact the university. In addition to the Certificate of Comparability, you will 

also need a valid permit, without which everything becomes a bit complicated. The University 

of Palermo is one of the few Italian universities that has passed an academic decree to admit 

asylum seekers officially to university, so any asylum seeker here can benefit from the right 

to university study. 

 

If you want to enrol into university in Europe, I would give you the following advice: 

 Always ask for information well in advance in order to prepare yourself in the long 

term; 

 Look for people who are competent in that specific field – not everyone can know 

everything; 

 Be patient, but also insist on what you want to accomplish; 

 Ask for help when you need it.” 

 

Chamwil’s story makes it clear how confusing and long the process to accessing university 

can be and why it is so important to ask for help and get support from other people with 

deeper understanding of the mechanisms in the respective country. 

 

If you need information regarding the recognition of academic degrees in Europe, you can 

refer to the EC’s website dealing with this topic in order to get started. Unfortunately, there 

../../../../lisand008/AppData/Local/AppData/Local/Microsoft/Windows/INetCache/Content.Outlook/22LR5TK2/-%20http:/www.cimea.it/it/index.aspx
https://europa.eu/youreurope/citizens/education/university/recognition/index_en.htm
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is no Eu-wide uniform recognition of degrees – not even between member states, which 

means the national processes and regulations might differ greatly41. The same is true for 

other professions, such as nurse or electrician, which might be regulated in some countries, 

while they are not in other EU member states. In order to get a better idea on which 

professions are regulated and how in your country, you can refer to the Regulated 

Professions Database. 

 

Finally, if you want to support your participants, but do not feel prepared enough or do not 

know where to start, you can refer to the Europass platform for Guidance and Counselling, 

an online platform dedicated to providing guidance practitioners with multilingual tools and 

information enabling them to support others in their career and learning path. 

Tips for the facilitator: 

 Explain everything slowly and in as much detail as possible – being thrown into such 

a different educational system might be confusing for the people you work with; 

 Research on the educational paths or ask experts in the respective field for help; 

 Be patient, empathetic and prepare for frustration: not everybody will be happy 

about having to redo certain procedures and learning paths in order to work in a 

profession they might have already worked in before coming to Europe. 

Resources at a glance 

 CEDEFOP Overview of the Vocational education and training in Europe; 

 Information on recognition of academic diplomas in Europe; 

 Regulated professions database – overview of different; 

 CIMEA – to obtain a certificate of comparability in Italy; 

 Europass for Guidance and Counselling practitioners. 

                                                                 
41 EC (2021): Recognition of academic diplomas. Online at: 
https://europa.eu/youreurope/citizens/education/university/recognition/index_en.htm 

https://europa.eu/youreurope/citizens/work/professional-qualifications/regulated-professions/index_en.htm
https://europa.eu/youreurope/citizens/work/professional-qualifications/regulated-professions/index_en.htm
https://europa.eu/europass/en/guidance-counselling
https://www.cedefop.europa.eu/en/tools/vet-in-europe/systems/italy
https://europa.eu/youreurope/citizens/education/university/recognition/index_en.htm
https://europa.eu/youreurope/citizens/work/professional-qualifications/regulated-professions/index_en.htm
http://www.cimea.it/it/index.aspx
https://europa.eu/europass/en/guidance-counselling
https://europa.eu/youreurope/citizens/education/university/recognition/index_en.htm
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Employability training 

1.2.1 Job search  
After the initial learning and educational paths have been concluded, it is the time to actively 

start the job search in the respective sector. In order to do so, there are several different 

reference points that should be taken into account. 

 

The job search can be done either face-to-face in the local territory or online in the local 

territory and beyond. In the local context, there might be different public job centres and 

employment services as well as NGOs offering similar services, people in search of a job can 

contact to receive career guidance and working opportunities. Furthermore, if your 

participants already know which sector they want to work in, they can also prepare their 

curriculum, print it and leave them with possible employers in the town. 

You can find some concrete examples for institutions offering support in the search for work 

in the context of Vetlanda, Prague and Palermo below. 

 

Name Where? What? 

SEND 

 

Palermo, 

Italy 

Dedicated to the labour market inclusion of 

disadvantaged groups through the 

implementation of projects, courses and 

internships 

Centro Astalli  

Sportello lavoro 

 

Palermo, 

Italy 

Services supporting migrants in the 

preparation of their curriculum as well as 

search online for job offers and vocational 

training courses in the area 

WORKING 

 

Palermo, 

Italy 

Work agency, bringing together employers’ 

requests and people in search for work 

 

Sweden public employment 

service 

 

 

 

 

 

Vetlanda, 

Sweden 

Sweden public employment service are 

available at national level as well as local 

level. They provide job coaches, courses in 

CV-writing, job search, investigates work 

abilities, wage support for employers in order 

to employ individuals who are disable and 

those who are far from the labour market. 

Anpal Servizi Palermo Palermo, 

Italy  

Public entity developing tools and 

methodologies to support public and private 

operators in the labour market, managing 

projects aimed at identifying stable 

employment opportunities etc. 

Prague City Hall Prague, “Prague for All” website is run by Prague City 

https://sendsicilia.it/
http://www.centroastallipalermo.it/
https://www.aplworking.it/chi-siamo/
https://www.anpalservizi.it/media/tour/palermo-catania
https://metropolevsech.eu/en/potrebuji-resit/tieng-viet-zamestnani/kde-hledat-praci/
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Czech 

Republic 

Hall and provides summarized list of relevant 

information related to job search help. 

Labour Office of the CR Prague, 

Czech 

Republic 

Czech public employment office. 

Integration Centre Prague Prague, 

Czech 

Republic 

ICP provides social counselling, assistance in 

situations related to employment. 

 

In addition, it might be useful to get informed on job fairs or other networking events that 

might take place in the local territory and would be beneficial to attend. In case the migrants 

you work with want to attend such an event, make sure that they go prepared: Help them 

prepare their curriculum, so they can print it and take it with them and make sure they 

reflect on their competences and qualities in advance, in case someone wants to do a job 

interview on the spot. 

 

A second possibility is looking for a job online. Our society is more and more relying on the 

digital economy. Many calls are only published online either on the website of the respective 

businesses and organisations or can be found through job search websites as well as the 

website of public institutions. Below you can find an overview of the characteristics of some 

useful websites for the purpose of finding work. 

 

Website Country Public 

institution? 

Characteristics 

glassdoor International No Platform where you can post 

your cv/professional profile, 

connect with employers and 

find working offers; account 

creation necessary 

MONSTER International No Platform where you can post 

your cv/professional profile, 

connect with employers and 

find working offers; account 

creation necessary 

indeed International No Database in which employers 

can post their job offers; 

searchable by key words and 

city/ region; account creation 

not necessary 

LinkedIn International No Rather professional social 

media platform, in which one 

can publish their professional 

https://www.uradprace.cz/web/en
https://icpraha.com/en/consulting-services/social-counselling/
https://www.glassdoor.it/index.htm?countryRedirect=true
https://hiring.monster.com/
https://resumes.indeed.com/
https://www.linkedin.com/
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profile; best to directly connect 

with recruiters 

Swedish public 

employment 

service  

 

Sweden Yes National employment service 

 

Italian public 

employment 

service (also 

available for 

each region, 

e.g. for Sicily) 

Italy Yes National/ regional employment 

service 

Czech public 

employment 

service 

Czech Republic Yes National employment service 

 

The websites in the list above might be a good starting point. However, it is always useful to 

search google for “job search” and the country or city you are looking to work at, in order to 

find the best online job search machines for your local context. It is also useful to check the 

websites of businesses, organisations and public institutions in the respective sector, your 

participants want to find work in. 

 

Another important point when looking for a job is considering different learning 

opportunities, among which: 

 Internships: Great way to get on-the-job training, gather first experiences and get an 

impression of how it would be to work in this field; 

 Volunteering activities: Fostering new skills, making new connections and getting to 

know a certain environment better; 

 Local, European or international civil services: Can be seen as part of volunteering 

activities, but are in dedication to support society for a certain amount of time, 

might be abroad, regional or local; 

 Community events: Participating in or organisation of community events might be a 

great way to get in touch with different local realities, thus creating new links and 

contacts that can be very helpful when looking for a job; 

 Participation in social projects in the local territory: Many NGOs offer different 

workshops, events and trainings, which might contribute to skill development, 

getting in touch with the local society and thus creating new working opportunities. 

 

Apart from the fact that these opportunities might contribute to the development or 

increase of transversal and technical competences, requested in the labour market, they 

also can be an important starting point for finding work afterwards, since they allow the 

https://arbetsformedlingen.se/
https://arbetsformedlingen.se/
https://arbetsformedlingen.se/
https://silavora.it/
https://silavora.it/
https://silavora.it/
http://www.silavsicilia.it/
https://www.mpsv.cz/web/en/employment
https://www.mpsv.cz/web/en/employment
https://www.mpsv.cz/web/en/employment
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participants to make new experiences and connections as well as to get to know a certain 

sector better, which will help them in the future to find a job. 

 

If you want to get an impression of what these experiences might be, you can read a couple 

of different testimonies of CESIE’s volunteers here. 

 

 

 

Activity II: Job search simulation 
Objective: To get an increased understanding of how the job search process might work. 

Duration: ca. 1h 

Materials: Digital device (smartphone, computer etc.) for each group; internet connection; 

pen and paper; flipchart 

Description:  

1. Divide your participants into 4 groups and give them 10 min to look for a job in the 

local context for a) an electrician, b) a teacher, c) a waiter, d) a nurse. (You can come 

up with other professions, if you find them more tailored to your group’s needs.) 

Don’t guide them in the activity, just let them discuss how they want to proceed and 

observe their approaches. 

2. After the time is over, ask each group to present their results. You can discuss the 

different approaches in group. If some of approaches presented in the current 

chapter of this manual have not yet been mentioned, talk about them with the 

group. 

3. Guide the group in a brainstorming on other opportunities that might foster their 

labour market inclusion on the long term (internships, volunteering activities, social 

projects, community events etc.). Encourage them to think as creatively as possible. 

4. Finally give them the same task from the beginning again, assigning different 

professions to the 4 groups this time. They will have 10-15 min again. 

5. Implement a debriefing on how the job search was different the second time and if 

it was easier to find suitable opportunities. 

 

Tips for the facilitator: 

 Explain everything clearly; 

 Support your participants in thinking outside the box to find new working 

opportunities; 

 Motivate – job search might be frustrating! 

 

https://cesie.org/en/?s=evs
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1.2.2 Curriculum vitae and motivational letter 
An application generally has two main elements: the CV and, most of the time, a 

motivational letter, in which the applicant briefly explains their interest and motivation, 

previous experience and qualifications related to the job position he or she is applying for. 

 

Curriculum vitae 

The CV is the main element we present ourselves, our working experiences, skills and former 

education with – even before the recruiter or employer has the chance to get to know us in 

person. It is hence of key importance that it gives a structured and brief, but comprehensive 

overview of everything. 

 

Main elements to include into a CV are42: 

 Personal details and contact information: Generally, the curriculum vitae starts with 

contact and personal information. However, avoid personal data, such as religious 

affiliation, children's names etc. 

 Working experience/employment history: One of the main styles of employment 

record is the chronological curriculum vitae, in which you present your working 

experience in reversed date starting with the most recent one. Here, you should 

include the institution’s name and address, title or your role and some key 

responsibilities/ tasks that you were affiliated with while working there. 

 Education and qualifications: The next section is generally representing your 

education and qualifications. Make sure to include the names of institutions and 

dates attended in reversed order, starting from your highest degree or most recent 

certificate. 

 Skills: You may include relevant skill in your CV, such as digital skills, foreign 

language skills, and any other recent training that is relevant to the vacancy you are 

applying for. 

 

Best practices for CV creation43: 

 Read the vacancy carefully – This will help you to identify your related skills and 

working experiences so that you can create a version of your CV that is adapted to 

what the employer is looking for. 

 Structure the information in your CV – Nothing is more confusing than a curriculum 

without any structure. Be sure to divide it into categories (see above) and do not 

hop around between the various sections. 

                                                                 
42 Alison Doyle (2021): Curriculum Vitae (CV) Samples, Templates, and Writing Tips. Online at: 
https://www.thebalancecareers.com/cv-samples-and-writing-tips-2060349#what-to-include-in-a-curr
iculum-vitae  
43 Papyrus Project/ Marko Stojanović & Team Western Balkans Institute (2018): Extraordinary CV, p.6. 
Available at: https://papyrus-project.org/media/M6-Tutorial-3_Extraordinary-CV.pdf 

https://www.thebalancecareers.com/cv-samples-and-writing-tips-2060349#what-to-include-in-a-curriculum-vitae
https://www.thebalancecareers.com/cv-samples-and-writing-tips-2060349#what-to-include-in-a-curriculum-vitae
https://papyrus-project.org/media/M6-Tutorial-3_Extraordinary-CV.pdf
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 Use a serious email address – An application is a formal document. In order to avoid 

a bad first impression, stay away from putting email addresses, such as 

hotty2001@gmail.com and similar or other people’s email address into your CV. 

 Be honest – As has been stated above, you should adapt your CV to the specific job 

offer you are applying for, only selecting relevant working experiences. This does not 

mean that you have to lie about your experiences or skills. Lying is never a good idea, 

since the employer might interrogate you on your skills and qualifications during the 

job interview and might find out that you lied. 

 

You can find examples for different types of curriculum vitae here. Very graphically 

attractive CV templates can be found on canva. 

 

 

 

Motivational Letter 

The motivational letter is a short statement of motivation and the reasons why a candidate 

is applying for and thinks to be an adequate candidate for a specific job position that 

accompanies the CV. It is generally a one-pager that is written in the style of a letter, i.e., 

addressing the recruiter or employer directly at the beginning and sending regards at the 

end of it. Be aware that a motivational letter is not always requested, in which case it is 

enough to just include a short motivational statement in the email to which the curriculum 

will be attached.  

 

Generally, the structure of a motivational letter is the following: 

1. Greetings; 

2. Short introduction of your person; 

3. Motivational statement – Why do you want this job?; 

4. Emphasis of own strengths/related experiences – Why are you the right person for 

the job?; 

5. Conclusion. 

 

Tips for writing your motivational letter44: 

 Personalise the motivational letter to the vacancy: Even if you are applying for 

similar positions, it is important to always personalise the motivational letter to the 

enterprise and specific position you are applying to. Sending out a general letter to 

various offers, without any specific information why you want to work for the 

respective institution will make a bad impression. 

 Follow any guidelines: Before starting to draft the motivational letter, be sure to 

carefully read any guidelines that might be provided in the job offer. There might 

different prerequisites, e.g., regarding length, format and content. 

                                                                 
44 Indeed Editorial Team (2021): How To Write a Motivational Letter (With Tips and Examples). Online 
at: https://www.indeed.com/career-advice/resumes-cover-letters/motivation-letter  

mailto:hotty2001@gmail.com
https://www.prospects.ac.uk/careers-advice/cvs-and-cover-letters/example-cvs
https://www.canva.com/it_it/tools/creazione-curriculum-v1/?utm_source=google_sem&utm_medium=cpc&utm_campaign=it_it_all_pro_rev_conversion_branded-tier2_bmm&utm_term=REV_IT_IT_CanvaPro_Branded_Tier2_Resume_Builder_BMM&gclid=Cj0KCQjwu7OIBhCsARIsALxCUaO3-9mStjOsBp0NY6HHXVZxKMnJLFXt9j6HBR6GQzzg1fSOVrhcfk4aAtPLEALw_wcB&gclsrc=aw.ds
https://www.indeed.com/career-advice/resumes-cover-letters/motivation-letter
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 Write with personality: Contrary to the curriculum, the motivational letter provides 

you with the space to express your unique interests, motivation and previous 

experiences connected to the current position. Use this space to show the recruiter 

more of yourself, fostering the curiosity to invite you for an interview. 

 Use accessible language: When applying to a job it is important to use formal 

language. However, at the same time it is important to use accessible language, 

instead of getting lost in complicated words that might actually worsen the 

experience for the reader. 

 Focus on your strengths: The motivational letter is the place to emphasise why YOU 

are the right person for the job. Hence, you should focus on your strengths related 

to the position you want to cover. 

 Proofread your letter: It would be a pity sending out a content-wise great 

motivational letter that contains typing or grammatic errors. By proof-reading your 

letter, you show attention to details and diligence. Even better would be, if you 

could find someone else who proof-reads it for you – sometimes we are “blind” to 

our own mistakes, because we know so well what we wanted to write. 

 

You can find some useful examples at the end of this article. 

 

 

Activity III: Spot the mistakes 
Objective: To gain an increased understanding of the most common mistakes in the creation 

of a curriculum. 

Duration: ca. 30 min 

Materials: A pen, the handout “most common mistakes” and a copy of one or more of the 

exemplary curricula for each participant 

Description:  

1. Provide participants with the handout “Most common mistakes when creating a 

curriculum vitae”, so you can go through and talk about all the listed mistakes 

together. 

2. After this introduction, divide participants into three groups and provide each group 

with one of the exemplary curricula, which you can download from the links 

provided on the next page. They will have 15 min to analyse these CVs regarding the 

most common mistakes, noting down everything that they notice. 

3. After the times is finished, each group will present their CV analysis to the rest of the 

group, so everybody can discuss together. 

 

Most common mistakes when creating a curriculum vitae 

 Using an unprofessional email address or photo; 

 Lying about your experiences, skills or qualifications; 

 Presenting too much information; 

https://www.indeed.com/career-advice/resumes-cover-letters/motivation-letter
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 Not structuring your CV well; 

 Including working experiences that do not matter for the vacancy; 

 Spelling and grammar mistakes; 

 Forgetting to include the data liberatory and signature, which is required in some 

countries. 

 

Exemplary Curriculum Vitae I: 

https://www.dayjob.com/downloads/CV_examples/electrician_CV_template.pdf  

 

Exemplary Curriculum Vitae II:  

https://ashleemccarthy.wordpress.com/2012/11/27/83/  

 

 

Exemplary Curriculum Vitae II: 

https://home.barclays/content/dam/home-barclays/documents/careers/our-programme

s/Example-Curriculum-Vitae-bad.pdf  

 

 

1.2.3 How to apply 
After the job offer is found and all necessary documents are collected and prepared, it is 

time to submit the application. It will be helpful to support the migrants you work with 

initially in all these steps, but is also of high importance to clearly explain everything, so they 

will eventually be able to complete the whole process on their own. 

 

You can hand out the following steps to your participants, so they have a guideline for when 

they are applying. 

 

Step 1- Read the job offer carefully and analyse it: Which qualities, competences, 

certifications and/or experience are they looking for? When is the deadline to apply? Which 

prerequisites are they asking for? In which way do they want to receive the application and 

which documents should be included (e.g. CV, specific declarations you have to sign to 

participate in the call, ID, fiscal code, motivational letter, specific statements etc.)? You can 

highlight or note all the important information down. 

 

Step 2: Prepare your documents: After you have checked when and how to apply, you start 

by preparing your documents. Please keep in mind that it is of high importance to always 

adapt your CV and motivational letter to the specific job offer you are applying for. This 

means that you should only highlight relevant working experiences in your CV (e.g., you do 

not need to put down your experience as a babysitter if you are applying to be an electrician) 

as well as reflect on the necessary soft skill for job position, highlighting all of them in the 

possible motivational letter. Your CV and motivational letter should be signed with the 

https://www.dayjob.com/downloads/CV_examples/electrician_CV_template.pdf
https://ashleemccarthy.wordpress.com/2012/11/27/83/
https://home.barclays/content/dam/home-barclays/documents/careers/our-programmes/Example-Curriculum-Vitae-bad.pdf
https://home.barclays/content/dam/home-barclays/documents/careers/our-programmes/Example-Curriculum-Vitae-bad.pdf
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current date. Don’t forget to include the data declaration in your curriculum! Gather all 

other required documents. 

 

Step 3 – Submit your application: After you prepared all documents, you are ready to apply. 

Nowadays, applications are often times asked to be sent via email. In this case, make sure to 

put some key words in the objective line (e.g., “Application for job xyz” and your name) so 

the receiver knows immediately what your mail is about. You should further write a simple 

text, in which you tell them who you are, why you are sending this email and which 

documents you will attach to the mail. Never send an empty mail to anybody! This might 

seem rude at best and suspicious at worst. If possible, try to find out their name, so you can 

personalise the beginning of your mail. You can also finish off your email by wishing the 

person a nice day. Afterwards, attach all required documents. Double-check that you have 

digitalised them all in good quality, so that they are legible. Before hitting send it is useful to 

do a final check of everything. In case you are required to send your application via post mail, 

make sure to send it early enough, so it will arrive in time and before the application 

deadline. You should also print all necessary documents in good quality and put them into 

an A4 envelope. Don’t fold your CV and motivational letter and make sure they are in good 

conditions and don’t look “used” already. Sometimes, employers want you to bring them 

your application or CV yourself so they can already get a first impression of you, if this is the 

case print the documents in A4 and good quality, put on some tidy clothes and be prepared 

for a spontaneous job interview on the spot. 

 

Step 4 – Prepare for your job interview: After you have submitted your application the 

process is not finished yet. Now, it is the right moment to prepare for the job interview. You 

will find more detailed information on what to expect in the following subchapter. 

 

1.2.4 The job interview 
The job interview is an integral part and oftentimes the last steps in the application process. 

It offers the opportunity for the employer to get to know the candidate better, ask questions 

on previous education and working experience as well as to evaluate some competences. On 

the other hand, it offers the candidate the chance to show their personality, willingness to 

learn, motivation and preparedness regarding the vacancy.45 

 

There are several different types of job interviews10: 

 Screening interview: A generally short preselection in order to make sure the 

candidate meets all necessary criteria. 

                                                                 
45 Papyrus Consortium/ Marko Stojanović & Team Western Balkans Institute (2018): Outstanding 
interview, p.2ff. Online at: 
https://papyrus-project.org/media/M6-Tutorial-4_Outstanding-interview.pdf  

https://papyrus-project.org/media/M6-Tutorial-4_Outstanding-interview.pdf
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 Individual interview: In this most common form, one recruiter interviews each 

applicant individually. 

 Panel interview: In this type, the applicant is interviewed by more than one person, 

who stimulate the discussion. 

 Group interview: Several candidates are interviewed together. 

 Telephone interview/ Online interview: These forms of job interview are preferably 

used to bridge distances or minimise costs. The online interview is becoming more 

and more common in our digital economy and has gained further popularity during 

times of the Covid-19 pandemic. 

 With lunch: In some cases, the recruiter might invite the candidate to have a chat 

over lunch to get to know the candidate in a more relaxed environment. 

 

When being invited to a job interview it is important to arrive prepared. This includes a set 

of different things, that can be categorised in the following areas: 

 Physical appearance: dressing in formal clothes and keeping eye contact with the 

recruiter is important to make a good impression during the interview. 

 Attitude: Friendliness, disposition, punctuality, professionality and responsibility are 

key to making a good first impression. Show interest and motivation to work with 

the institution you are applying to. 

 Documents: Bring all the necessary documents printed with you. This might include 

your CV, the motivational letter and any recommendations that have been 

requested. 

 Preparedness: Generally, employers and recruiters like to ask some questions 

regarding your CV: your previous working experiences, language and digital skills or 

transversal competences. In order to evaluate your suitability to the job offer, they 

might be interested in your strengths and weaknesses as well how you would 

behave in certain situations. In addition, here you can find 50 common questions in 

job interviews with exemplary answers in order to be better prepared for the next 

job interview. 

 Questions: Asking questions is a sign of interest. It is thus a good idea to think about 

a couple of interesting questions to ask the employer during the job interview in 

advance. 

 

https://www.themuse.com/advice/interview-questions-and-answers
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Activity IV: Know your strengths and potential for growth46 

Duration: ca. 30 min – 1h 

Materials: Values, competences and attitude cards; Flipchart and pen for the brainstorming 

Description:  

1. First of all, you will need to print the cards depicted on the next page and cut them 

out, so that you have one word per card. 

2. You can introduce this activity by discussing on soft skills: What are they? Why do 

we need them? Why do we need to be aware, not only of our technical skills, but 

also our transversal competences in the job search process? This will help 

participants to understand the importance of reflecting on our inter- and 

intrapersonal competences, attitudes and values that we all bring to our work 

environment. You can further outline that employers oftentimes ask questions 

regarding soft skill in the job interview as well (e.g. “What are three of your 

strengths and weaknesses?”) and that it is thus useful to have them clear. 

3. Let each participant draw a card from the set. They should choose them randomly 

without knowing which one they are taking. After everybody has their card, in turn 

start to ask them what they have gotten and discuss together what it means to have 

this value, competence and attitude and how they can be used in the working 

environment. Leave much space to the participants, gently guiding the conversation 

if they get stuck. 

4. After the first round ends, it is up to decide if you want to do another round to 

deepen the concepts or if you want to go on to the next part of the activity. 

5. As the final step put all cards on the table and choose a specific profession or job 

and ask participants to reflect together which of the values, attitudes and 

competences from the cards would be needed in order to do a good job. You can 

either use the professions, participants tell you that they want to work in or choose 

something yourself (e.g. nurse, cook, engineer, teacher, mechanic etc.). Close by 

underlining the importance of having a clear idea of which competences might be 

needed for a certain job position before going into the job interview. 

                                                                 
46 Activity adapted from Job Emotions Club Consortium (2021): “How to manage Job Emotions Clubs” 
– Activity “Pick a card”, p.38ff. Online at: 
https://www.jobemotionsclub.com/_files/ugd/e4942d_18bc8b6a90934eb8af5bb888f779d0d2.pdf  

https://www.jobemotionsclub.com/_files/ugd/e4942d_18bc8b6a90934eb8af5bb888f779d0d2.pdf
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Values, competences and attitude cards 

 

Trust  Open  Charisma  

Integrity  Enthusiastic  Decision making  

Honesty  Setting example  Concentration  

Humility  Inspiring  Strategic planning  

Excellence  Self-confident  Problem solving  

Compassion  Self-controlled  Competence  

Cooperation  Determined  Conflict resolution  

Fairness  Open-minded  Project planning  

Loyalty  Mature  Motivating others  

Independence  Balanced  Communication  

Effectiveness  Self-reflecting  Negotiation  

Civility  Curious  Organization  

Devotion  Self-demanding  Goal setting  

Respect  Reliable  Intuition  

Responsibility  Flexible  Practicality  

Generosity  Perseverant  Resourcefulness  

Courage  Grateful  Wisdom  

Fidelity  Hard working  Listening  

Equality  Tolerant  Persuasion  

Faith  Reliable  Delegation  

Honour  Kind  Time management  

Professionalism  Ambitious  Stress management  

Optimism  Disciplined  Creativity  

Recognition  Authoritative  Mentoring  

Justice  Strict  Risk management  

Friendly  Team work  

Straightforward  Empathy  
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Activity V: Roleplay47 

Objective: Experiencing different scenarios related to the work environment and our own 

responses being put into such a situation 

Duration: ca. 1h 

Materials: The different scenarios printed out; room for the role plays to take place in 

Description:  

1. Distribute the different scenarios to the groups and tell them to make a roleplay out 

of them.  

2. Participants themselves will have to determine how they would approach the 

situation and how they want their character to interact with the others. 

3. The other groups observe the representation of all other roleplays, afterwards the 

whole group discusses how they would have reacted, what they would have done in 

the same way and what could have been done differently. 

 

Roleplay scenarios 

 

Scenario 1. You are in a job interview situation and the employer asks you to tell them three 

strengths and weaknesses each. What do you tell them? 

 

 

Scenario 2. You are in an interview and the interviewer tells you that you don’t seem to be 

competent for the position you applied for. What do you do? 

 

 

Scenario 3. You are in an interview and you meet another interviewee. She tells you that she 

is better prepared for the job position you both applied for. What do you do? 

 

 

Scenario 4. A new employee arrived at your company. He looks quite shy and speaks with an 

accent and some workmates laugh at him. What do you do? 

 

 

Scenario 5. You got recently hired at a company. After one week, you realise that some 

employees trick their boss, actually working fewer hours than they declare. What do you do? 

Tips for the facilitator: 

 The application process can seem confusing, so it is important to go step by step; 

 Learning by doing is key – instead of conveying the knowledge theoretically, focus 

on practical examples and activities; 

                                                                 
47 Activity adapted from Job Emotions Club Consortium (2021): “How to manage Job Emotions Clubs” 
– Activity “Role-play”, p.61ff. Online at: 
https://www.jobemotionsclub.com/_files/ugd/e4942d_18bc8b6a90934eb8af5bb888f779d0d2.pdf  

https://www.jobemotionsclub.com/_files/ugd/e4942d_18bc8b6a90934eb8af5bb888f779d0d2.pdf
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 Encourage participants to think outside the box and prepare resources (CV and 

motivational letter) based on their real life interest – this way they will be more 

prepared when they are actually looking for a job. 

Resources at a glance 

 Papyrus project: Outstanding candidate 

 Job Emotions Club consortium: How to manage Job Emotion Clubs 

 Different types of curricula: end of this article 

 Canva for attractive CV templates: canva 

 Common questions in job interviews 

 

1.3 Social entrepreneurism 
As has already been discussed above, migrants arriving to Europe oftentimes already have 

previous working experiences as well as diverse skills and hobbies. 

 

In this context, opening a social enterprise, which makes use of the skills and competences 

they already possess, might be a valuable opportunity for them to put those to use, thus 

creating further benefits for their local community. As the EC states, a social enterprise 

“combine[s] societal goals with an entrepreneurial spirit. These organisations focus on 

achieving wider social, environmental or community objectives”.48 With the Social Business 

Initiative, launched in 2011, the commission aims at supporting such types of enterprises 

and provide them with opportunities equal to other kinds of businesses.13 

 

However, since there is no universal definition of social entrepreneurism, the EC further 

clarifies that the term ‘social enterprise’ is used for the following kinds of businesses that 

mainly operate in the fields of work integration, personal social services, local development 

of disadvantaged areas as well as other areas (e.g. recycling, environmental protection, 

sports, culture etc.)13: 

 Enterprises for which the social or societal objective of the common good is the 

reason for the commercial activity, often in the form of a high level of social 

innovation; 

 Enterprises whose profits are mainly reinvested to achieve this social objective and 

 Enterprises where the structure or the ownership system reflects the enterprise's 

mission, using democratic or participatory principles or focusing on social justice. 

In order to be classified by the European Union as a social enterprise, the organisation must 

meet the prerequisites, including the three dimensions depicted below. 

 

                                                                 
48 EC (2021): Internal Market, Industry, Entrepreneurship and SMEs. Social enterprises. Online at: 
https://ec.europa.eu/growth/sectors/social-economy/enterprises_en  

https://papyrus-project.org/socioeconomic-empowerment-of-youth-refugees/outstanding-candidate/
https://www.indeed.com/career-advice/resumes-cover-letters/motivation-letter
https://www.canva.com/it_it/tools/creazione-curriculum-v1/?utm_source=google_sem&utm_medium=cpc&utm_campaign=it_it_all_pro_rev_conversion_branded-tier2_bmm&utm_term=REV_IT_IT_CanvaPro_Branded_Tier2_Resume_Builder_BMM&gclid=Cj0KCQjwu7OIBhCsARIsALxCUaO3-9mStjOsBp0NY6HHXVZxKMnJLFXt9j6HBR6GQzzg1fSOVrhcfk4aAtPLEALw_wcB&gclsrc=aw.ds
https://www.themuse.com/advice/interview-questions-and-answers
https://ec.europa.eu/growth/sectors/social-economy/enterprises_en
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Figure 3: Three dimensions of a social enterprise49 

 

With regards to social entrepreneurism, an important factor is funding. Since 2011, the EC 

has adopted mechanisms and tools to support social entrepreneurs to access financing.50 

There are different ways and tools the European Union fosters this. If you are interested in 

them, you can have a look here. Furthermore, it is always a good idea to research national or 

regional calls and initiatives that might offer funding opportunities for your participants 

wanting to start their own social enterprise. 

 

You can use the following activities to get your participants started in creating their own 

business but consider researching if there are any services supporting the further 

development of their idea in your area. Starting a business is hard, especially in a foreign 

country and everybody will need all the support they can get in order to go ahead with an 

initial idea and avoid abandoning it mid-way. This might be public services but could also be 

NGOs offering services in the sector, such es support for start-ups or entrepreneurism in 

general. In Palermo, a concrete example offering such services is MoltiVolti’s 

entrepreneurship service, which helps organisations develop their activities as well as 

                                                                 
49 European Commission (2020): A map of social enterprises and their ecosystem in Europe, p. 12. 
Online at: https://ec.europa.eu/social/BlobServlet?docId=12987&langId=en  
50 European Comission (2021): Supporting entreprenneurs and the self-employed – Social 
entrepreneurship. Online at: 
https://ec.europa.eu/social/main.jsp?catId=952&intPageId=2914&langId=en  

https://ec.europa.eu/social/main.jsp?catId=952&intPageId=2914&langId=en
https://ec.europa.eu/social/BlobServlet?docId=12987&langId=en
https://ec.europa.eu/social/main.jsp?catId=952&intPageId=2914&langId=en
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responds to specific training requests in order to support the creation of social enterprises 

and collectives.51 

 

As a practical example, in the best practice chapter, you can further find information on 

Giocherenda – a social enterprise dedicated to the creation games that stimulate 

imagination, storytelling and solidarity, managed by young people who arrived in Italy as 

unaccompanied minors. 

 

                                                                 
51 MoltiVolti (2021): Apre il nostro sportello di accompagnamento verso la nascita di associazioni e 
imprese sociali. Online at: 
https://www.esperienzeconilsud.it/moltivolticommunity/2021/05/01/apre-il-nostro-sportello-di-acco
mpagnamento-verso-la-nascita-di-associazioni-e-imprese-sociali/  

https://giocherenda.it/en/
https://www.esperienzeconilsud.it/moltivolticommunity/2021/05/01/apre-il-nostro-sportello-di-accompagnamento-verso-la-nascita-di-associazioni-e-imprese-sociali/
https://www.esperienzeconilsud.it/moltivolticommunity/2021/05/01/apre-il-nostro-sportello-di-accompagnamento-verso-la-nascita-di-associazioni-e-imprese-sociali/
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Activity VI: Identify your purpose 
Objective: Using the Purpose Venn Diagram to identify participants’ purpose in life 

Duration: ca. 1 h 

Materials: Purpose Venn Diagram Handout and a pen for each participant; flipcharts for the 

brainstorming 

Description: 

1. Provide your participants with the handout and explain the different categories to 

them. The goal is for them to identify several things/activities per category and to 

then find the common ground. 

2. You can start with a brainstorming in group to do one example together. Using 

yourself and your interests as a concrete example might be useful for the group in 

order to better understand the concept. You can also choose to use an invented 

example. 

3. Afterwards, participants will be given 20-30 min to complete their handouts. Starting 

with identifying what they love to do and what they are objectively good at and then 

going on to what of these activities they could be paid for and what the world needs. 

Motivate them to think outside the box and facilitate the process for the 

participants. 

4. At the end of the time, ask a volunteer to present their diagram and discuss in group 

what participants learned from the activity, if it was useful for them and what they 

learned from it. 
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Handout Purpose Venn Diagram 

 

 
What do you love to do? 

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________ 

 

What are you good at? 

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________ 

 

What can you be paid for realistically? 

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________ 

 

What does the world need? 

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________ 
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Activity VII: Developing my business plan52 

Objective: This activity will help participants to envision their business idea and how they 

would like to develop it. 

Duration: ca. 1h 

Materials: Pen and paper 

Description:  

1. Ask the participants to think of their own business idea and how they would like to 

develop it. If they cannot think of a new idea, they can think of a business they like 

and describe the way they would develop it. Participants will have to write down the 

basic concepts/ aspects of their idea, answering the following questions:  

a. What sector/type of product or service would I like to focus on? (e.g. food, clothes, etc.)  

b. What can I offer to the consumers? 

c. Do I have the skills to do it myself? Do I need a partner with specific skills?  

d. Where will I establish my business?  

e. What are the other stores in the surroundings? Are there too many businesses like the 

one I would like to start?  

2. Participants write down their ideas and then they briefly present their ideas to the 

group. 

3. After participants have presented their own entrepreneurship idea, the facilitator 

congratulates them and starts a discussion based on the following questions:  

o How easy/hard was it for you to think of a business idea? 

o Did you feel confident that you could this could be implemented? If not, 

what do you think are the constraints? Is there anything you would do 

differently? 

o Did you find similarities in the business ideas of other participants?  

o Do you feel confident that this could be implemented? In not, what do you 

think are the constraints? Is there anything you would do differently? 

4. Upon the finalisation of the discussion, the facilitator concludes that anyone can be 

an entrepreneur. Even though it is a process that might seem tiring, we need to be 

persistent if we believe that our product or service has something to offer. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                 
52 Activity from: HEAL Consortium (2020) “Multidisciplinary employability training materials 
as a part of HEAL Recovery and Integration programme”, p. 77f. HEAL project. Retrieved from: 
https://healproject.eu  

https://healproject.eu/
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Activity VII: From ideas to action53 

Objective: This activity will help participants to get in the mindset of an entrepreneur and 

will try to prepare their plan to found a business. They will cultivate their organisational skills, 

spirit of collaboration (face to face), strategic, innovative and marketing thinking, time 

management skills, analytical and problem-solving skills, branding and networking skills. 

Duration: ca. 1h 

Materials: Pen and paper 

Description:  

1. The facilitator explains to the participants that they will now try to put the idea they 

had in the previous exercise (Developing my business idea) into action. 

2. Participants will be split into two groups and they will discuss the ideas formerly 

presented, in order to agree on which is more suitable to be implemented. 

Participants will have to take into consideration their skills, the market demands, the 

target audience, innovative features and the other factors that were previously 

discussed. They will then discuss the selected idea and, as the board/members of 

the social enterprise, trying to prepare a plan on how they will proceed, based on 

the business plan framework provided in the theoretical part (above). 

3. Upon selection of the fittest idea, participants will have to discuss potential 

problems that might occur and ways to resolve them, strategies to create their 

business and product/service, ways to promote it to the target audience.  

4. After the development of their plan, the two groups will present their plan on 

founding an enterprise and will discuss on the issues they stumbled across. 

5. Debriefing: When participants are presenting their ideas, the facilitator will start a 

discussion based on the following (and additional) questions: 

a) Was it hard to find a common ground on the idea you decided to implement?  

b) Was it hard to find the innovative parts of the idea you selected? 

Tips for the facilitator: 

• Help participants to think outside the box and to valorise all different skills and 

previous experiences that they have; 

• Keep it realistic! – Not everybody will be able to start any business; 

• Be informed on local services that support entrepreneurial activities of people 

wanting to start a business so that you can refer your participants to them. 

Resources at a glance 

• HEAL Consortium (2020) “Multidisciplinary employability training materials as a part 

of HEAL Recovery and Integration programme”, HEAL project. Retrieved from: 

https://healproject.eu 

• Passionprenneurs Consortium (2021): Trainer’s Guide, retrieved from:  

• EC funding for social entrepreneurs  

                                                                 
53 Activity from: HEAL Consortium (2020) “Multidisciplinary employability training materials 
as a part of HEAL Recovery and Integration programme”, p. 84f. HEAL project. Retrieved from: 
https://healproject.eu 

https://healproject.eu/
https://ec.europa.eu/social/main.jsp?catId=952&intPageId=2914&langId=en
https://healproject.eu/
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Resources – Labour market inclusion 
Alison Doyle (2021): Curriculum Vitae (CV) Samples, Templates, and Writing Tips. Online at: 

https://www.thebalancecareers.com/cv-samples-and-writing-tips-2060349#what-to-include

-in-a-curriculum-vitae 

CEDEFOP (2021): Vocational education and training in Europe. Online at: 

https://www.cedefop.europa.eu/en/tools/vet-in-europe/systems/italy. 

European Commission (2020): A map of social enterprises and their ecosystem in Europe, p. 

12. Online at: https://ec.europa.eu/social/BlobServlet?docId=12987&langId=en 

European Commission (2021): EU Skills Profile Tool for Third Country Nationals. Online at: 

https://ec.europa.eu/migrantskills/#/ 

European Comission (2021): Internal Market, Industry, Entrepreneurship and SMEs. Social 

enterprises. Online at: 

https://ec.europa.eu/growth/sectors/social-economy/enterprises_en  

European Commission (2021): Recognition of academic diplomas. Online at: 

https://europa.eu/youreurope/citizens/education/university/recognition/index_en.htm. 

European Comission (2021): Supporting entreprenneurs and the self-employed – Social 

entrepreneurship. Online at: 

https://ec.europa.eu/social/main.jsp?catId=952&intPageId=2914&langId=en  

HEAL Consortium (2020) “Multidisciplinary employability training materials 

as a part of HEAL Recovery and Integration programme”. HEAL project. Retrieved from: 

https://healproject.eu 

IOL (2015): Recognition of prior learning: Key success factors and the building blocks of an 

effective system. Online at: 

https://www.ilo.org/wcmsp5/groups/public/---ed_emp/---ifp_skills/documents/publication/

wcms_625895.pdf . 

Indeed Editorial Team (2021): How To Write a Motivational Letter (With Tips and Examples). 

Online at: https://www.indeed.com/career-advice/resumes-cover-letters/motivation-letter 

Job Emotions Club Consortium (2021): “How to manage Job Emotions Clubs” – Activity “Pick 

a card”. Online at: 

https://www.jobemotionsclub.com/_files/ugd/e4942d_18bc8b6a90934eb8af5bb888f779d0d2.pdf 

https://www.thebalancecareers.com/cv-samples-and-writing-tips-2060349#what-to-include-in-a-curriculum-vitae
https://www.thebalancecareers.com/cv-samples-and-writing-tips-2060349#what-to-include-in-a-curriculum-vitae
https://www.cedefop.europa.eu/en/tools/vet-in-europe/systems/italy
https://ec.europa.eu/social/BlobServlet?docId=12987&langId=en
https://ec.europa.eu/migrantskills/#/
https://ec.europa.eu/growth/sectors/social-economy/enterprises_en
https://europa.eu/youreurope/citizens/education/university/recognition/index_en.htm
https://ec.europa.eu/social/main.jsp?catId=952&intPageId=2914&langId=en
https://healproject.eu/
https://www.ilo.org/wcmsp5/groups/public/---ed_emp/---ifp_skills/documents/publication/wcms_625895.pdf
https://www.ilo.org/wcmsp5/groups/public/---ed_emp/---ifp_skills/documents/publication/wcms_625895.pdf
https://www.indeed.com/career-advice/resumes-cover-letters/motivation-letter
https://www.jobemotionsclub.com/_files/ugd/e4942d_18bc8b6a90934eb8af5bb888f779d0d2.pdf
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MoltiVolti (2021): Apre il nostro sportello di accompagnamento verso la nascita di 

associazioni e imprese sociali. Online at: 

https://www.esperienzeconilsud.it/moltivolticommunity/2021/05/01/apre-il-nostro-sportell

o-di-accompagnamento-verso-la-nascita-di-associazioni-e-imprese-sociali/ 

PATHWAYS project consortium (2021): Pathways toolkit for adult education.  

Papyrus Projejct/ Marko Stojanović & Team Western Balkans Institute (2018): Extraordinary 

CV. Available at: https://papyrus-project.org/media/M6-Tutorial-3_Extraordinary-CV.pdf . 

UNESCO-UNEVOC (2021): TVETipedia Glossary – Recognition of prior learning (RPL). Online 

at: https://unevoc.unesco.org/home/TVETipedia+Glossary/lang=en/filt=all/id=398 . 

 

https://www.esperienzeconilsud.it/moltivolticommunity/2021/05/01/apre-il-nostro-sportello-di-accompagnamento-verso-la-nascita-di-associazioni-e-imprese-sociali/
https://www.esperienzeconilsud.it/moltivolticommunity/2021/05/01/apre-il-nostro-sportello-di-accompagnamento-verso-la-nascita-di-associazioni-e-imprese-sociali/
https://papyrus-project.org/media/M6-Tutorial-3_Extraordinary-CV.pdf
https://unevoc.unesco.org/home/TVETipedia+Glossary/lang=en/filt=all/id=398
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Chapter IV Best practices 
The best practice section provides examples for initiatives and projects, which have 

presented successful interventions regarding the key areas of the IHP, which are Labour 

market inclusion, Digital skills, Building bridges through community engagement as well as 

disseminating and educating local communities on the concept of “Unity in diversity”. 

 

Projects: ”Ragazzi Harraga” & ”SAAMA” 
Description: 

Young people forced to leave and to leave everything they had: they have come a long way, 

they bring with them a baggage of fears, violence, mistrust, uncertainty about the future. 

They need to find protection and meet people they can count on. This was the aim of the 

Ragazzi Harraga project, which offered school, training, housing and work experience to 400 

young migrants who have arrived alone in Palermo between 2017 and 2019. 

 

In order to give continuity to its interventions, since 2020 the project ”SAAMA” is active. 

SAAMA, in the Mandinka language spoken in Gambia, Guinea-Bissau and Senegal, means 

"Tomorrow": the new project for young migrants who arrived alone in Italy, in most cases 

when they were still minors, refers to a future built on rights and dignity. A legacy left by the 

recently concluded Ragazzi Harraga project, which in SAAMA has found its logical 

continuation. 

 

SAAMA is also the acronym for ”Strategie di Accompagnamento all’Autonomia per Minori 

Accolti” (Strategies for Accompanying welcome minor to Autonomy): it is led by the lead 

association SEND together with an alliance of 13 public and private subjects, among which 

CESIE and is implemented in the metropolitan areas and small urban centres of the district 

of the Juvenile Court of Palermo, which includes the provinces of Agrigento and Trapani. 

 

SAAMA grows on the shoulders of previous interventions that have made social inclusion for 

foreign minors an innovative and replicable model, so that tomorrow and the future of 

societies may be welcoming and based on the sharing and security of the rights of each 

person. To do this, SAAMA will once again rely on a consolidated recipe, which aims to 

enhance the skills of young people through the strengthening of an educating community, 

which knows how to activate social change within the framework of the fight against 

discrimination and the promotion of rights; defining individual paths that enhance the 

resources and skills of migrant minors; entering and remaining in the labour market as a 

strategy for accompanying autonomy. 
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Labour market inclusion: 

In terms of labour market inclusion, both projects address various levels of actions fostering 

the inclusion of unaccompanied minors into the labour market. This includes: 

 Paid internships: Offering 3 months long internships paid by the projects, in which 

young people can learn important skills on the job, training with experienced 

employers, who benefit from their help, without having to reimburse them, thus not 

taking any ”risk”.54 After this experience, each person follows a coaching program, 

aimed at enhancing personal skills through a personalized through a process of 

personalized training, based on interventions systematization and review of 

knowledge of systematization and revisiting of the acquaintances. Orientation and 

training to the active search of the job and business scouting and search of the work 

for the definition of a plan of active search of the job and the assistance in the 

contact with the company, the dissemination of the CV, the search of vacancies, the 

evaluation of professional profiles sought by companies.  

 Welcoming enterprises network: Since everyday racism is still one of the biggest 

hurdles to young migrant’s labour market inclusion, SAAMA is working on a network 

of welcoming employers, who have collaborated with the projects in the past or 

expressed their openness to fairly employing migrant workers. 

 Skills portfolio: The learning path participants went through during the workshops 

(see below for more information on the workshops) was complemented by the 

creation of a skills portfolio, clearly representing their soft skills, such as time 

management, working in groups, capacity to follow the rules, responsibility and 

many more, thus helping them reflect on how much they already can do and 

certifying these skills in the frame of the projects. The certificates have been 

perceived as useful additions to their curriculums. 

 

Digital skills: 

Even though the projects did not foresee any specific activities in relation to digital skills, 

there have been some improvements in terms of digital competences. On the one hand, 

some of the workshops, such as photo and video (see below), enabled participants with 

elevated skills in terms of taking photos and videos as well as processing them, which led to 

overall improved digital skills. On the other hand, the ongoing Covid-19 pandemic has 

constricted some of the workshops (such as storytelling) to go online, conducted via Zoom, 

which automatically resulted in participants learning how to manage tools of digital 

collaboration, but also the Office package to create word documents and PowerPoint 

presentations. 

 

Community engagement and Unity in Diversity: 

Both projects implemented a series of workshops, in which local and foreign youngsters got 

the chance to get to know each other, exchange their experiences as well as learn and grow 

                                                                 
54 Note: This part of the intervention has unfortunately been discontinued in SAAMA. 
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together. Workshops were offered cyclically, every year since 2017 and between once and 

twice a year with a single duration of 3-5 months. 

 

The workshops include: 

 Dance and movement workshop: In this workshop, participants learned to express 

themselves through their bodies. The group further experimented with different 

forms of movement and dances from different cultural origin, as presented by the 

participants of the group. 

 Theatre workshop: The groups learned how to act and put a play together, enacting 

societal phenomena, such as interculturality and racism. This fostered a better 

connection to and awareness of their bodies, being a helpful tool to recognise and 

manage their own emotions and the frustrations all of us have to cope with in 

sometimes in life. 

 Photo and video workshop: Participants in these workshops the basics on taking 

photos and creating videos, including a story line and making interviews, resulting in 

a final video that they made of all the workshops and their lives in Palermo. You can 

watch one of them clicking here (in Italian and other languages). 

 Rights and living together workshop: In this workshop, participants discussed ways 

of active participation in society, learned about their own and rights of other 

vulnerable groups and participated in local demonstrations, such the one organised 

by LIBERA ob the 21st of March, which is the official day of remembrance of the 

innocent victims of mafias. They further participated in other local societal 

initiatives, such as an participatory event on the future of Palermo’s transport 

system organised by the University and City of Palermo. 

 Intercultural workshop: The intercultural workshops put concepts, such as culture, 

stereotypes and prejudices and religion into discussion. Participants discovered and 

learned about these and how they are connected to their own identity during the 

workshop. The interreligious dialogue was accompanied by a visit to both, a church 

and a mosque, presenting the opportunity to discuss with the a nun/priest and an 

imam. The workshop was concluded with the organising of the Intercultural festival, 

preparing contents and activities for the local community. One group also created a 

video on ”the intercultural Palermo” – the city through their eyes, which you can 

watch here (in Italian, English subtitles available). 

 Story telling workshop: Participants experimented with different forms of story 

telling (movement, through words and pictures) and thus were empowered to tell 

their story and to share it with the other members. 

To get an impression of all the different workshops, you can watch the video created at the 

end of Ragazzi Harraga here (in Italian, automatic subtitles available). 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v9Q2T3MRKm4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oSUgULK2pGk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AbIgR_TmT4M&t=328s
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During these workshops, young people did not only learn specific skills related to the topic of 

each workshop, but also got the chance the exchange their experiences and thoughts with 

people from different cultures, thus creating a greater understanding of diversity and 

creating bonds beyond the lifetime of the activities. This is notably the one most mentioned 

feedback that has been voiced afterwards: That the most valued element of their experience 

was to discover new culture, but also new things about their own culture, create bridges to 

other people and find more similarities as they initially expect would be there. 
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Each cycle of workshops is further concluded with an” Intercultural festival”, in which 

participants present their performance or products or simply, what they have learned during 

the learning path to friends and parents as well as the local community at large resulting in a 

group as diverse as our participants. Afterwards, there are always shared moments and new 

connections created over food and music with a lot of dancing and laughter, thus setting a 

concrete positive example for unity in diversity and how easy and enriching it can be to 

create a community made of different cultures. 

 

 
 

A second important contribution to community engagement is the Training courses for 

operator, social workers in Palermo and Marsala, which aims at transferring the good 

practices, experimented in Palermo, to other parts of Sicily. It further presents an 

opportunity for the participating teachers and social workers to learn about and discuss 

concepts, such as culture and cultural sensitivity, intercultural competences, how the media 
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depict migration and how this influences our unconscious perceptions etc. In this way, they 

are creating a major awareness and are optimally equipped to work with people with 

migratory background. 

 

Finally, the project SAAMA has seen a couple of sessions, held in local secondary schools, in 

which unaccompanied minors and facilitators from CESIE guided a discussion about 

migration and the above-mentioned concepts, always with the objective to create major 

awareness through all age groups of society and open the dialogue of how we want to live 

together in a diverse society. 

 

Learn more: 

Website Ragazzi Harraga: https://cesie.org/en/project/harraga/ and 

https://www.non6solo.it/ragazziharraga/ (only in Italian) 

 

Website SAAMA: https://cesie.org/en/project/saama/ and https://www.non6solo.it/saama/ 

(only in Italian) 

https://cesie.org/en/project/harraga/
https://www.non6solo.it/ragazziharraga/
https://cesie.org/en/project/saama/
https://www.non6solo.it/saama/
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Project” MedLIT - Media literacy for refugee, asylum seeking and 
migrant women” 
 

Description: 

Since refugee, asylum seeking and migrant women face a greater risk of social exclusion 

(being confronted with several kinds of discrimination: for being a migrant and for being 

women etc.), it is very important to provide them with the adequate competences — 

knowledge, skills and attitudes — as well as values needed to access, interpret, use and/or 

produce information and other media content, in the context of the internet and social 

media, in a safe and responsible manner, thus contributing to their integration in EU 

societies. 

 

The project “Media Literacy for refugee, asylum seeking and migrant women” aimed to 

contribute to the integration of refugee, asylum seeking and migrant women in six EU 

Member States that count large numbers of refugees, asylum seekers and migrants. Partners 

from Austria, Greece, Ireland, Italy, Malta and the UK collaborated to achieve the following 

objectives: 

- Enhancing the media literacy competences of (low-skilled/low-qualified) refugee, 

asylum seeking and migrant women through innovative learning tools and 

- Encouraging (low-skilled/low-qualified) refugee, asylum seeking and migrant women 

to develop and upgrade their media literacy and digital skills through effective 

outreach-awareness raising. 
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Labour market inclusion: 

Even though the project did not specifically address labour market inclusion, basic digital 

skills are of fundamental importance for finding a job as well and hence the project did 

indirectly foster the women’s employment skills. 

 

Digital skills: 

The project developed and implemented a training course for migrant women in all partner 

countries, supporting them to experience for themselves how much digital and media 

knowledge can positively influence their present and future. The sessions had been planned 

within the course to increase the sense of responsibility of the course participants in order 

to make them aware of their importance in the process of awareness of digital tools for their 

entire community and been closely adapted to the real needs of participating women in the 

local context. 

 

Participation in the course also became a time for the creation of role models, who, having 

at heart the welfare of their community, developed those skills and competences necessary 

to become ambassadors of new and important knowledge related to the digital world, 

generating a domino effect that spreads to the highest number of migrant women possible, 

which had been the ultimate goal of the campaign to raise peer to peer awareness. 

 

The course was very much based on participants’ prior knowledge and interests, which 

resulted in the creation of a digital (and printed) booklet with recipes collected and written 

by the migrant women themselves, thus giving them the chance to put their newly 

developed digital skills directly into practice. This real-life example helped them to 

understand the importance and utility of digital competences, but also the endless 

possibilities to use these for their own interests. Needless to say, it was a big success for 

both, participating migrant women and people reading the booklet. 
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Community engagement: 

In addition to the training course on media literacy, one of the activities was a peer-to-peer 

awareness raising campaign, through which the participating women actively engaged with 

their peers in the local context to spread the word regarding the utility and possibility of 

digital competences and even spread their knowledge to some of their friends. 

 

The project concluded with the presentation of their learning journey at an intercultural 

community event, together with the Intercultural Festival closing one of the Ragazzi Harraga 

workshop cycles. Thus, the participating women had the chance to further raise awareness 

among their peers and other community members on the importance of digital skills for 

social inclusion. The event saw a high number of migrant women among participants and 

concluded the MedLit workshop in a colourful and united way. 

 

 
 

Learn more: Website https://medlitproject.eu/ and https://cesie.org/project/medlit/ or 

Download the Recipe Booklet created by our migrant women: 

https://cesie.org/en/resources/medlit-recipe-book/  

https://medlitproject.eu/
https://cesie.org/project/medlit/
https://cesie.org/en/resources/medlit-recipe-book/
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Project: ”In Gioco” 
Description: 

How to enhance the labour inclusion of migrants living in the city of Palermo? Is it possible 

to break down employment stereotypes and combat the exploitation of migrants by 

innovating employment services?  

 

These and other answers have been addressed by In Gioco, a project aimed at young and 

adult migrants, men and women, who are coming out of or trying to get out of situations of 

labour and sexual exploitation. Hence, IN GIOCO was implemented in the Municipality of 

Palermo, aimed at fostering migrant people’s access to career guidance services, enhance 

their opportunities into new fields and promote entrepreneurship through skills deepening 

and paths of self-enhancement. IN GIOCO is supported by Fondazione Con il Sud. 

 

 
 

Labour market inclusion: 

In terms of labour market inclusion, the project has seen the implementation of several 

different activities: 

 Creation of counselling service for labour market inclusion, offering training and job 

placements and addressed to migrants as well as operated by a group of selected 

young migrants, who had been trained as peer-to-peer orientators; 

 Creation and opening of “Giocherenda”, a social enterprise dedicated to the 

creation games that stimulate imagination, storytelling and solidarity, managed by 

young people who arrived in Italy as unaccompanied minors; 

 Job guidance training with practical activities allowing for the exchange of different 

viewpoints and the better understanding of one’s own competences. Furthermore, a 
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couple of non-formal activities have been carried out fostering the reflection on 

participants’ own competences and aspirations through discussions with others and 

self-reflection;  

 Implementation of a guided tour in established enterprises enabling participants to 

discover new realities so as to stimulate self-entrepreneurship processes. 

All of the above-mentioned activities actively contributed to the development of 

participants’ employability skills as well as fostered labour market inclusion ofyoung 

migrants in general.  

 

 
 

Community engagement: 

The social enterprise Giocherenda is very active in the local community. Located very central 

in the old city centre of Palermo, their shop has become a meeting space for the local 

community, in which different local realities hold workshops, such as on recycled materials 

fostering the exchange between locals and new citizens as well as creating a space for 

exchange and learning. 

 

In addition, the organisation of an awareness raising campaign targeting potential employers 

and enterprises fostered awareness in the local community as well as increased employers’ 

willingness to fairly employ and consequently support the social and labour market inclusion 

of the migrant population. 
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Learn more on the website: Visit the website https://cesie.org/en/project/ingioco/ or 

https://www.esperienzeconilsud.it/ingioco/ (only in Italian) and Visit Giocherenda’s website: 

https://giocherenda.it/en/  

https://cesie.org/en/project/ingioco/
https://www.esperienzeconilsud.it/ingioco/
https://giocherenda.it/en/
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Project: ”I giovani parlano con l’Europa” 
 

Description: 

Many young Sicilians still do not perceive themselves as European citizens and are unaware 

of the infinite opportunities and rights that the European Community offers. There is a lack 

of knowledge and awareness of what the European Union is, who the member states are, 

common rights and duties, the concept of integration and social discrimination, what it 

means to be European citizens. And everything that revolves around it.  

 

This is how ”I giovani parlano con l’Europa” (Young people talk with Europe) was born, a 

project carried out by several Palermitan NGOs and financed by the Department of Youth 

and Civil Service of the Presidency of the Council of Ministers. Between 2017 and 2019, it 

was aimed at young students, aged 14 to 19, attending schools of education and vocational 

training, involving them directly in workshop activities. 

 

 
 

Labour market inclusion: 

The project addressed labour market inclusion mainly through the development of 

employability skills, among them soft and hard skills required by the world of work as well as 

competences needed to create a CV. These were developed through a non-formal activity, in 

which participants were enabled to reflect on the skills they possess as well as the ones they 

wish to acquire, followed by a plenary reflection in which they could reflect on personal and 

professional skills related to the world of work in the group setting. In addition, two 

professions (mediator and plumber) were used as a model to identify the necessary soft and 

hard skills have to work in these professions as well as to create the CV targeting an 

employment in one of these areas. In particular, the Europass CV and its components were 

analysed in the workshops, paying particular attention to the part related to skills. Finally, 

trainers guided the participants in the drafting of their own CV. 
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In another encounter, job interview and search on the internet were trained by simulating 

real job interview situations complemented by an analysis of participants interviews as well 

as most frequently asked questions during job interviews. In addition, useful websites for job 

search as well as contacts to the local employment agencies were presented to help 

participants looking for a job. Finally, participants were also provided with information 

regarding the necessary documents to access the world of work. 

 

 
 

Community engagement: 

In the field of community engagement, there was one activity in particular to be mentioned. 

Regarding the concept of active citizenship a reflection on its meaning as well as the "rights" 

and "duties" of an active citizen was started, discussing the rights and duties of a foreign 

citizen in a place like Italy. Furthermore, several proposals regarding active citizenship 

initiatives were submitted to the municipality of Palermo. In this context, a non-formal 

approach has been adapted through the active participation the whole group, which allowed 

them to confront each other, reflect and improve transversal skills. 

 

Unity in diversity:  

The concept of unity in diversity was at the core and one of the main ideas of the project: 

Stimulating an active dialogue about European values and helping young people to discover 

that which unites us as European citizens as well as how this diversity impacts and enriches 

our everyday lives. 

 

Learn more on the website: https://cesie.org/en/project/gpce/  

https://cesie.org/en/project/gpce/
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Project SAMI 
 

Description: 

 

A project coordinated by Vetlanda Lärcentrum between September 2019 and December 

2021. The target group for the project was individuals with short or lacked school 

background where the majority were illiterate. The aim of the project was to strengthen 

individuals to increase their chances of becoming more independent and taking more 

responsibility of their own life-situation. The purpose was also to give them tools to be able 

to approach the Swedish labor market or further studies.  

Many years of experience in adult education has given us knowledge and information about 

the target group and what has emerged is that they have no natural coherence in the 

Swedish society, which leads to a feeling of exclusion. Not feeling included often results in 

the individual losing motivation and therefore another purpose of the project was to give 

them a context where they felt that their achievements also mattered. 

There were about forty-five participants in the project with a small majority of women.   

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Content of the project: 

 

Swedish studies 15 hours/week in combination with other activities 15hours/week. 

Native language supporters have been present in all activities and initiatives. It was of great 

importance for the individuals to have concepts and things explained to them in their 

mother tongue and thus more easily absorb new information and knowledge. Having native 

language supporters in the project has been a major success factor.   

 

 Basic mathematics - most of the participants in the project have never used school 

mathematics but still had the ability to cope with everyday situations in their home 

countries. The focus was on practical mathematics where we used deciliter 
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measures, rulers, liter measures, string etc. to illustrate, for example, how long or 

short something is and then translate this knowledge into simple mathematics. Dice 

and blocks were also used to learn how to count numbers and plus and minus.  

 Basic digital skills – in the beginning, we focused a lot on the use of bank ID since 

most authorities in Sweden require you to identify yourself digitally. Bank ID is also 

needed for different types of logins and above all to use the school’s learning 

platform. We then continued to work with different steps in ICT.  

 Labor market - rights and obligations as an employee in Sweden. What different 

professions are there in Sweden? What jobs are available in my immediate area and 

which requirements are there for these jobs? How to write a CV. Study visits to 

different workplaces such as industries, schools, grocery stores, farms, warehouses 

etcetera.  

 Native language teaching – illiterates have learned to read and write in their own 

mother tongue in parallel with learning Swedish 

 Internships - opportunities for internships at different workplaces in combination 

with studies  

 Information about the Swedish society - the school system, healthcare, how 

different authorities work, different paths to work and study 

 Healthcare – body movement/simple gymnastics once a week. The individuals were 

also given the opportunity to learn how to ride a bike since various local jobs require 

you to be able to transport yourself between different workplaces. Health care 

information 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Project results: 

 

After the end of the project, an evaluation was carried out with all participants. The 

evaluation showed that the individuals felt strengthened and that they had gained a greater 

understanding of their role in Swedish society. They felt they belonged in a context and what 

they themselves can do to influence their future in Sweden. Many of them also stated that 

they had been given the right tools to be able to apply for a job in Sweden. About fourteen 

individuals got a job during the project. They also stated that they had been strengthened in 

both their mother tongue and in the Swedish language. The participants also felt that their 
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knowledge of ICT had increased significantly and that they would benefit greatly from that 

knowledge both in Swedish society but also to be able to keep in touch with loved ones in 

their home countries. 

 

Labour market inclusion: 

 

The project gave the participants information and knowledge about what is expected of 

them as employees in Sweden. What rights and obligations do I have as an employee? What 

jobs are there in my immediate area and what knowledge do I need acquire to get a job? 

The project strengthened the participants and they gained a greater belief in themselves and 

their capacity to become self-sufficient as well as become active citizens in the Swedish 

society.   

  

Community engagement: 

 

The overall purpose of the project was for the individuals to gain a greater understanding of 

how Swedish society works and give them tools to empower themselves to feel strong and 

motivated. Strengthening the language and basic knowledge in, for example, mathematics 

was an important part of the project as research shows that how we humans’ value and use 

reading and writing in different contexts affects the opportunities to participate in different 

contexts in everyday life. It is of great importance to shed light on the connection between 

intermediate language, power and democracy and how this in turn is related to adult second 

language learners' needs and opportunities for influence over their lives and participation in 

democratic processes.55 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                                 
55 Norlund, A, Wedin, Å, Språkdidaktik för SFI, p.125 
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Job track” industry” 
 

Description: 
 
Job track Industry is an ongoing project since 2017. The aim with the project is to give 

individuals who stands far from the labour market a chance to acquire a job. It is a project in 

close collaboration with the local business community where the first step in the project is 

to obtain internships at various companies. The training lasts for twelve weeks and the 

participants combine theoretical studies with internships. The individual must apply for the 

project and the selection is made through interviews. It is important that the right person is 

in the right place and therefore we match the individual's skills and background with the 

companies’ needs. It is important to have close follow-ups in the workplace in order to 

identify difficulties at an early stage.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Content of the project: 

 Internship three days per week and theoretical studies two days per week 

 Rights and obligations as an employee in Sweden 

 How should I behave in a workplace (on breaks, social codes, use of mobile phone, 

to be on time etcetera).  

 Job-related Swedish (many new words and terms in a workplace) 

 Laws and regulations governing the labour market 
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Project results: 

The project has been very successful and about seventy-three percent of the participants 

have gotten a job after the end of the project. Combining theory with practice is a good 

method for achieving good results. An important concept with the project is the frequent 

follow-ups in the workplace, which is a security both for the individual doing the internship 

and for the employer. Through these visits, various issues and problems can be handled 

quickly and the right support can be put in place. Vetlanda Lärcentrum received the 

integration reward for the good results and outcomes of the project. You can read more 

about it here:  

https://www.vetlandalarcentrum.se/vetlanda-larcentrum/nyheter/nyheter-vlc/2020-09-11-

arets-integrationspris-till-vetlanda-larcentrum.html 

 

 

Labour market inclusion: 

The project is directly addressed towards the labour market and the entire training period 

prepares the individual to become job ready.   

 

Community engagement: 

Getting a job and becoming self-sufficient is an important part of an individual's 

development and motivation as well as achieving a strengthened self-esteem. This results in 

an increased level of engagement for the society in which the individual interacts. Further it 

leads to a deeper understanding of the everyday life, living in a social context, in an 

democratic environment.  

 

 

 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://www.vetlandalarcentrum.se/vetlanda-larcentrum/nyheter/nyheter-vlc/2020-09-11-arets-integrationspris-till-vetlanda-larcentrum.html
https://www.vetlandalarcentrum.se/vetlanda-larcentrum/nyheter/nyheter-vlc/2020-09-11-arets-integrationspris-till-vetlanda-larcentrum.html
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Civic orientation – statutory right for newly arrived migrants living in 
Sweden 
 

Description: 

Free of charge course for individuals that recently have been granted a residence permit and 

have an introduction program from the Swedish employment service. The course is also 

available for next-of-kin immigrants. The course has duration of one hundred hours and is 

offered in the mother tongue. The course is to learn about the Swedish democracy and 

about how the Swedish society is organized. Further the course deals with topics like 

education, everyday life, housing, health, education, medical care and children and families. 

The aim of the civic orientation is to facilitate to enter the Swedish society. After ending the 

course each individual receives a certificate. 

 

Content of the course: 

 

 Human rights 

 Fundamental democratic values 

 Rights and obligations 

 How Swedish society is organized 

 Practical everyday life 

 

More information regarding the civic orientation course: 

 
https://www.informationsverige.se/en/jag-har-fatt-uppehallstillstand/samhallsorientering/ 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 

 

https://www.informationsverige.se/en/jag-har-fatt-uppehallstillstand/samhallsorientering/
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Resources – Best practices 
Project “I giovani parlano con Europa”: https://cesie.org/en/project/gpce/ 
 

Project “In Gioco”: https://cesie.org/en/project/ingioco/ 

 

Project “MedLit”: https://cesie.org/project/medlit/ 

 

Recipe Book of the project MedLit: https://cesie.org/en/resources/medlit-recipe-book/ 

 
Project “Ragazzi Harraga”: https://cesie.org/en/project/harraga/ 

 

Project “SAAMA”: https://cesie.org/en/project/saama/ 

 

https://www.vetlandalarcentrum.se/vetlanda-larcentrum/nyheter/nyheter-vlc/2020-09-11-

arets-integrationspris-till-vetlanda-larcentrum.html 

 

https://www.informationsverige.se/en/jag-har-fatt-uppehallstillstand/samhallsorientering/ 
 

Norlund, Annika; Wedin, Åsa. 2020. Språkidaktik för Sfi. 1: a uppl. Stockholm: 

Studentlitteratur. 

 
 

https://cesie.org/en/project/gpce/
https://cesie.org/en/project/ingioco/
https://cesie.org/project/medlit/
https://cesie.org/en/resources/medlit-recipe-book/
https://cesie.org/en/project/harraga/
https://cesie.org/en/project/saama/
https://www.vetlandalarcentrum.se/vetlanda-larcentrum/nyheter/nyheter-vlc/2020-09-11-arets-integrationspris-till-vetlanda-larcentrum.html
https://www.vetlandalarcentrum.se/vetlanda-larcentrum/nyheter/nyheter-vlc/2020-09-11-arets-integrationspris-till-vetlanda-larcentrum.html
https://www.informationsverige.se/en/jag-har-fatt-uppehallstillstand/samhallsorientering/
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